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Abstract
Author: Andrew Norfolk, BA.
Title: Remake/Remodel: Academic libraries and the
provIsion of information services over extended computer
networks, with special reference to Bradford University.
The thesis examines the provision of library and information services in conjunction
with the development of the "electronic campus", by means of a literature survey
(part One) and a case study (Part Two) of Bradford University.
Part One is a survey of selected developments in campus computer networking
and the provision of library and information services. Chapter 1 introduces the
subject of networking, discussing both local area networks (LAN's) and wide area
networks (WAN's). Chapter 2 examines the role of Open Systems Interconnection
in promoting standards, and the impact of JANET in enhancing the variety of
services to be found on campus computer networks. Chapter 3 deals with the
potentialities of networking CDROM's for the provision of reference and
information services, with some discussion of user training likely to be required.
Chapter 4 is a review of developments in the "electronic campus", both in the UK
and the USA, with some reference to user training, workstation interfaces, and
current awareness services.
Part Two is a combined interview and questionnaire survey. In the interviews,
key staff are asked for their views on the networking strategy and related issues.
The questionnaire tries to examine what services users would wish to be provided
from networked library and information services, and also tries to ascertain likely
user training needs, by questions concerning their exposure to information
technology. Additionally, there is a brief examination of user feedback through the
OPAC suggestions screen on the URICA library system.
The thesis concludes with reflections on issues covered, and some thoughts on
problems that may lie ahead for those working in the field.
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Introduction
Campus networking and the provision of library and information services is a
subject that has received a good deal of attention in recent years, and with good
reason- for without proper utilisation of modem technological resources, it is said,
a successful modem library and information service in the academic environment
cannot flourish. Blaise Cronin, sometime guru of the market approach to academic
librarianship put it all too well, when he said that "A university is a factory"(l). If
we accept this premise, then we must funher accept that in order for the factory to
successfully provide products that the market will buy- for the "raw students" to
become satisfactory output for it's needs(2), that the university has to have a
competitive edge. Information technology, in this scenario, is therefore the means
to deliver the competitive punch, helping "pick winners" and identify "hot
spots"(3). Education is best seen as a business, providing products that market
wants- the wired campus is merely a more efficient means of service delivery, as
well as providing efficiency savings by the use of computerised management
information systems. A key figure is the "exploiter"- which is, of course, where the
library and the computer centre enter the picture. The technological punch of
university computing is combined with the information retrieval and management
skills of the information professional, to create a techno/managerial powerhouse,
with much power and influence, requiring perhaps a library and information
technology supremo to lead it.
How true is this picture likely to be in the 1990's? Or is all the "electronic
campus" with it's scholars workstations and the like merely another form of
technological determinism, which will not solve the problem of less and less
funding for academic library and information services, and indeed may only
succeed in the library losing both autonomy and financial clout to the Computer
Centre? I do not try here to answer all these questions, for the issues are too big to
be adequately contained in a 20,000 word combined survey and case study.
Nevenheless, issues discussed will include the expansion of campus networking in
conjunction with the growth of (relatively) user-friendly automated library systems
and information servers; the development of the "electronic campus" with the
associated convergence of library services and computer services, and the growth
of provison of networked information services over local area networks, such as
CD-ROM. This occupies part one of the thesis.
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Part two is a case study of Bradford University, an institution that claims to be
proceeding down the networking road; comprising an interview with key staff in
the library and computer services, and a large-scale questionnaire, run in the
summer term of 1991 in the university libraries, selected departments and the
Computer Centre, along with some examination of user feedback already received
via the URICA OPAC suggestions screen.
Perhaps it is best to remember the lyrics ofBrian Ferry, to whom I am indebted
for the inspiration for the thesis title, when reading through this epic work.

Next time is the best time, we all know.
But if there is no next time, where do we go? (4)
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Part 1- Su rvey of
developments
1

Definitions

Introduction
There are many different types of network in existence, many of which have no
obvious connotations with information technology- for example, the well-worn
phrase, "the invisible college" is an example of a network of communication
between scholars, particularly in what are thought to be traditionally-based
discplines, such as the humanities. Indeed, some commentators have hopes that the
expansion of academic computer networking will benefit such traditional users(I).
Be that as it may, we are talking about the computerised variety of network.
These come in a variety of types, including local area networks (LANS), wide area
networks (WANS) and, recently, wireless local area networks (WLANS).
However, LAN's and WAN's are the subject for debate here, since it is now
possible to mount a whole range of computing and information services over
LAN's and WAN's. WLAN's are not, for the most part, used in academic
computer networks, and are therefore not considered here.

Local Area Networks
A LAN can be said to establish, monitor and control communications among
computers and other devices present along it(2). A controller, a "server" exists to
administer this task- normally a computer; other computers in the network are
known as "clients"; hence the phrase "client-server". There are many advantages in
this arrangment(3). Firstly, because the wiring medium is shared between all
devices in the network, separate cabling for each is not necessary. Secondly,
communications are "peer to peer"- any device can communicate with any other
device. Third, rates of data transmission in LAN's can be much greater than
traditional phone lines, for example at 10 million bits/second, unlike traditional
phone lines (9,200 bits/second)(4).
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The limit of a LAN, on one floor of a building, can be said to be around 500
feet, although the maximum length depends on the type of cables used- for
example, coaxial, twisted-pair, fibre-optic. LAN's can thus be said to be suitable
for the transmission of high density data over relatively short distances- the overa1l
operational limit being 2.5 km.
LAN architecture comes in various types:
Star- point-to point, with a centrally located controller, linked to each
device in the network. This is the simplest to install.
Ring- this is a series of devices linked by a circle/ring. Each computer has a
communications line from the previous device and one to the next- thus each
device can be the controller, and control moves from one to another"token". This can be a problem, since each device is dependent on the other,
therefore a fault in one can impair transmission in the rest(5)
Bus- this is most common, with a controller at one end of a long
communications line.
Other configurations include the arrangement where there is no central hub to
which cables are attached, and the tree arrangement, which occurs when two or
more star or bus networks are connected together.
Transmission media are crucial- it must contain the correct information and
withstand electrical interference. The medium's bandwith will limit how much
communication can travel simultaneously- and the larger the LAN, the narrower the
bandwidth(6). There are three types as follows:
Twisted-pair This is generally cheap and adequate, and needs no technical
skill to install, is durable in poor conditions, and can handle high-speed
communications. But the bandwith is too narrow for multiple-access LANs
(especially tree types), and is very prone to interference- and also is slowspeed.
Coaxial This is very commonly used- again, inexpensive, easy to install,
and also has a wide bandwith- so good for staff/tree LAN's, even video
LAN's. However, because of construction, the entire bandwith of the cable
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has to be employed in transmision- to get around this, capacity is divided
into segments or channels.
Fibre Optics These are tiny pipes, with layers of silica on the inner
surface of lengths of glass, 1.5 inch in diameter. They can handle a huge
bandwith, and a high transmission rate, and can deal with data and video
communications at once. But they are expensive, need special tools to
install, and can't normally be used for bus/tree LAN's, although star/ring
are good for this type- and the bus LANs can be simulated(7).
It can be seen that careful criteria for selection for LANs must be drawn up for
organisations contemplating their use. These are:
Processing speed
Hardware expandability
Intemetwork capability eg will it work with Appletalk.
Operating system features- eg security features, email.
Support of existing hardware and software.
Latest product reviews in joumals/magazines(8)

Wide Area Networks
These do not, as of now, have the same capability for high bandwidth/high speed
communications as do fibre optic and other LAN's, but nevertheless they are
capable of dealing with a great variety of data communications. Perhaps the best
known to library and information workers is the JANET network, which now plays
a crucial role in the development of library and information services to the academic
community. This originally was designed to carry work to valuable central shared
resources, to be processed in batches(9), and replaced other networks, being
officially inaugurated on, ironically, 1 April 1984. It is possible through JANET to
access other library online catalogues (OPACs), conduct online searching through
a gateway to the PSS network, and access various other library and computing
services and bulletin boards; for example, the ISI databases mounted on Bath
University Computing Services facilities. and BUBL, the bulletin board for library
and information workers.
It is perhaps worth mentioning at this stage that JANET has what are termed the
Coloured Book Protocols (originating from the coloured cover of the relevant
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books) governing various levels of data transfer over JANET. Some library
software in general use does not adhere to all these protocols, particularly the one
governing file transfer eg Data General, McDonnell Douglas(lO). Obviously, the
question of incompatible data transmission standards can be a serious shortcoming
when there are increasing moves to network various networked services over a
library and/or campus network: this is a topic which receives more attention under
the heading of OSI- Open Systems Interconnection.

The Electronic Campus
This is a term that that has recently come into use to describe the increasing use of
networked library and computer services for the use of all the academic community
of a university, polytechnic or similar institution(ll). It is a all-embracing
description of services that may include networking services to student's halls of
residence, electronic document delivery, access to online databases and networked
CDROM (compact disc read only memory) services, amongst many more.
However, it may also imply a certain philosophy of service delivery, where the
aims and objectives of library and computer services merge to serve a common
objective(12). Both LAN's and WAN's may, and often are, used in order to come
close to achieving such an objective.
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Technical developments:
OSI and services over JANET
Introduction
Open Systems are a keyword in the world of campus computer networking, and

OS! is seen by many as a way of achieving this goal. The Joint Academic Network
is also a key element in planning library and information services over a campus
network: the significance of both is discussed.

Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
WhatisOSI?
OS! is a method of ensuring that, basically, computers are able to talk to each other
without the necessity for unfriendly interfaces and for technical knowledge on the
part of the user. It is a series of protocols that are intended to usher in the world of
"open systems", and is thus a contribution to the open systems movement in the
computer world. The rationale behind open systems was well put in this extract
from Which Computer, March 1991:
"Imagine being able to bowl up to any kind of computer- whether
mainframe, mini or personal computer- and be able to start working without
having had any previous experience of that particular machine. Hold that
thought and then imagine that from the same computer, you can access, read
and modify data from anywhere in your organisation. "(I)
The implications to those working in any area concerning the use of computers. '\
including those in library and information work, should be clear. Open systems, at
it's best, could mean standardisation of protocols, operating systems, data
exchange and retrieval and so on. However, open systems means different things to
different things to different people. For some it means the increasing use of mM
PC clones, andthe use of standard network managers such as Novell. But the PC
is not the be and end all here. The i~sue revolves around "futureproofmg"- how far
is OSI likely to assist in this, particularly in library and information work?
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Components of OSl

,I

OSI is a set of communications protocols, originating with ISO (International
Standards Organisation), governing communications and data transfer between
different operating systems. It comprises a complex 7 -layered model for the
development of open systems. The more layers of the· model that a computer
maker's system complies with, the more open that system is likely to be(2). This is
described as follows:

1. Application layer- the actual software which does the work for the
, I
organisation.
2. Presentation layer- defines how software will be laid out on the screen.
3. Session layer- controls communications with the outside world eg a
computer network.
4. Transpon layer- provides the transparent transfer of data between end
systems and can optimise the use of the underlying network layer.
5. Network Iayer- provides a means to establish, maintain and terminate
network between end systems. It provides routing across subnetworks.
6. Data link layer- to pass data between nodes of the subnetwork, not
necessarily end systems.
7. Physical layer- physical aspects of the communications, providing
.. ( '.,
transmission of bits of data eg cabling(3) " ( , /
In practice, the ever-changing world of computer communications means that
such standards and protocols date very fast, and are quickly superceded. As OSI is ..
just one of several possible routes toward "open systems", it's future is debatable,
i
and surely rests on it's becoming a de facto standard eg MSDOS for PC's.
Who uses OSl?

One of the big moves to OSI standards in the UK is being made over the JANET
network. This is commited to move to OSI over the next few years(4). At the
moment, X.2S protocols exist for the lowest levels and the "coloured book"
protocols above it- the latter for such things as file transfer, email and basic
services. It is claimed that the first OSI application will be an X.SOO Directory
Service, which will establish a directory of registered users of JANET, something
which is currently unavailable.
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Organisations who are commited to OSI include Aston University. This
institution obtained DTI (Department of Trade and Industry) funding in 1988 to
establish a campus network, based on OSI protocols, to act as a pilot
implementation (5). Here, the a major demonstration of OS! standards include
UKlIntemet transfer of bibiliographic records, and, eventually, interactive catalogue
query, using the Linked Systems Project in the USA. As of now, there is initially a
basic X25 network, and also a broad band LAN, to allow video transmission as
well as data transmission to all points of the campus(6). Other organisations include
the NHS- a very important influence on computer suppliers, being a major
employer, and therefore a major client.

Who doesn't?
These include EARN (European Academic Research Network), who use an mM
proprietory system, the University of London eg Birkbeck College, among
others(7). EARN is problematic, as with this system, direct access to OPAC's over
remote networks is not possible- remote logon cannot be used with this system.
Data security is better under this system, but at the price of one of the pillars of an
"electronic campus" strategy- remote access to other library catalogues!

Future Developments
Whether OS! is the way forward for libraries and campus computer networking
remains to be seen. Tuck suspects that it may be best on network managment,
rather than on provision of basic services(8). Some significant developments have
been in the development of the X400 email and related services, but commercial
success may be problematic, and thus implementation on campuses may be
questionable. OS1's significance may prove to be as part of the "open systems"
movement- this may well be seen as most important in the future(9)

Developments and Services over JANET
Description
The implications of networking university library facilities were largely ignored
until quite recently, when OPAC's first started to appear over JANET. Now over
50 OPAC's can be accessed through JANET, and from 1986 librarians in academic
institutions have begun to investigate the possiblities that JANET offers(IO).
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It is as well to give a brief description of the JANET network as it presently
stands. The basic bearer network runs on trunk lines between 8 switches.
Individual sites are connected to the nearest switch by a leased line. The fastest of
these are London, Rutherford, Daresbury, and Manchester, with 2Mbps lines
running at 256 or 512 kbps(kilobytes a second), divided into 4 channels(U).
Upgrades were approved mid 1989, which would mean the rest of the network
being at this level. Demand for network access is predicted to outstrip the 2Mbps
capacity level within a few years. Later developments planned include full-screen
video image capability when "Super-Janet" comes on stream, with 140 Mbps lines
connected between LAN's on each site(12). The Name Registration Service (NRS)
provides for consistent and (relatively!) user-friendly names which can be used for,
amongst other things, email and file transfer. However, at present, most access is
available through simple PAD's (Packet Assembler Disassembler), which can mean
typing a large row of digits in order to call the required service(13).
There is a Network Advisory Committee, which has on it the Network
Executive Joint Network Team. This is in turn advised by user groups, one of
which is JUGL (JANET user group for libraries). Charges for JANET services are
met centrally, as deductions from their overall budget, so there is no usage charge
as such, although the PSS gateway is chargeable. Other gateways exist to BITNET
(US academic network), NETNORTH (Canada), and EARN (European academic
network)(14), although direct access to European networks is not possible. It is
also possible to access other services in the USA by use of NSFNET-RELAY(15).
Growth in use is estimated as doubling every two years. However, this may be
mainly for heavy computing tasks. Previous surveys were not encouraging, for
example, on the use by academics of networked services(16).
Library uses of JANET

OPAC's have already been mentioned. However, there are other services which can
be accessed by university and polytechnic libraries, and these include the following:

1. British Library and the British Document Supply Centre. Both these can
now be accessed for free, previously only available over PSS. Usage of
Arttel, the BLDSC's Automatic Transmission, and usage of BLAISE and
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Antel, the BLDSC's Automatic Transmission, and usage of BLAISE and
hence to OCLC is practically universal amonst university libraries, because
of the large savings involved, over JANET(17).
2. Interloans mail distribution service, based on the Networked Information
(NISP) Mailbase server. For this purpose, more than 60 libraries have
established a separate interloans mailbox for requests by electronic mail(l8).
3. Through the PSS gateway, online searching to remote databases is
possible.
4. Bulletin boards of various types.
5. Software transfer, from eg the National Public Domain Software Archive
(NPDSA), based at Lancaster University. Although much of the software is
of little value to libraries directly, it can be used for trying out inexpensive
shareware products, and if there is enough demand, library software could
be installed for evaluation.
6. Information about JANET itself- Janet.News, run by the Joint Network
. Team at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory- contains, amongst other
things, various network addresses and directory listings.
7. Various statistical and scientific data archives- eg the Economic and
Social Research Council Data Archive.
8. The ISI databases, held by Bath University Computing Service. These
consist of the Citation Indexes, and Current Contents. Each university and
polytechnic pays an annual subscription so that libraries, staff and students
can have unlitnited access(19). However, the scope of these is restricted,
compared to the original dataselS.
9. Various types of information server, some from universities, and some
specialised ones.

It can thus be seen that there are many services that libraries can access over
JANET. In an electronic campus environment, it is usually considered desirable to
1

/.

•
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Bulletin Boards
The following are a selection of bulletin boards:
BUBL- the bulletin board for those working in libraries and infonnation,
based at Glasgow University as pan of the Jupiter project. This has
infonnation about various networked services, such as the ISI databases,
networks in Europe and the USA, and items of general interest, including
literature review, and recently, a review of CDROM technology.
HUMBUL- the Humanities bulletin board, based at Leicester University,
for humanities scholars.
NISS- the bulletin board for information on software and services,
including the CHEST directory of software. Also has faciliry where users
can transfer to PDSOFT (the National Public Domain Software Archive) by
automatic logon.

Summary
Open Systems Interconnection and the movement towards open systems in general
is seen to help the growth of standardisation and "user-friendly" operating systems,
although commercial pressures may overtake the standards and protocols set.
JANET's role in supplying networked services to the academic community is
crucial in supplying remote information services to library users to the academic
world, and a summary of services is included.
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3

Technical developments:
COROM networking

Introduction
COROM is for many the touchstone of extended library services- the ability to offer
computer-based information retrieval and reference services previously only
available from online vendors, with the associated costs involved. This chapter
examines the pros and cons of COROM, along with some mention of user training.

What is CDROM?
COROM stands for Compact Disk Read Only Memory. The principles of operation
are similar to those for audio compact disks, only in this case text Ivideodata is read
rather than a digitized sound recording. Around 550 megabytes is the normal top
capacity of CDROM's, although in the future this may be increased. Originally they
were intended for single-user only with an mM PC.However, it is now possible to
network them over LAN's, by means of optical servers, which is attracting
considerable interest
It is important to realise the growing popularity COROM's; a recent survey(l)
showed that 60% of all libraries were using or proposing to use COROM, with
much potential for growth. Databases available include ISI databases (Science
Citation Index, Social Science Citation Index); newspapers (Guardian,
Independent, Times); and recently INSPEC, which is one of the most hightly
regarded scientific/technical databases(2).

Networking: Technical arrangements and choices
Linda Rosen has eloquently summarised the advantages of networking
CDROM's(3):

1. A network can minimise the number of different individuals handling the
disks.
2. In an organisation where users are used to using networks for email,
access to databases etc, COROM's are highly desirable.
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3. It can reduce costs by spreading funding across different
users/departments.
Against this, CDROM's are yet another technical hurdle for libraries to
overcome- installation, integration with existing networks etc. Who will be
responsible for this- trained systems staff, or anybody that shows a vague
interest?(4). Also there are the thorny issues of license agreements and copyrightvendors have realised the implications of these, and often handle license/copyright
issues on product by product basis(5). Also, like most computer software,
CDROM products, once bought are not owned like other products: the price is
merely a licence to use. Unlike computer software, they have to be returned when
the next edition comes out- this can be a considerable drawback.
Hardware and software combinations have been developed over LAN's,eg
Ethernet or Token Ring, by means of an optical server. This normally consists of a
PC-type microcomputer acting as the file server, supporting a stack of CDROM
drives, each of which has a CDROM disk. It is often possible to operate the system
over a standard network manager, eg Novell(6), which has the advantage of audit
trails, printing, monitoring etc. In the latter sort of arrangement, a PC is used to act
as the LAN file server, while the other supporting the CD drives is always called
the optical server. The optical servers can reside almost anywhere, while the
workstations themselves can usually be installed without limitations, subject to the
usual limit of 2.5 km(7). It is possible to have up to 100 workstations capable of
accessing the optical server on a Novell network(8). It is also, apparently, possible
to access a LAN remotely from a distance by normal communications links,
provided that both sites have LAN's of the same type(9). Selection of CDROM can
be menu-driven, with an options screen. To speed up response time, RAM
cacheing is used so that not all the CDROM may have to be accessed for particular
data. However, there is a limit to how far this process is capble of being taken,
since too many users degrade system performance- Akeroyd claims more than 5-10
users will have this effect(10).
Up to recently, the memory addressing capabilities of DOS have been a major
drawback with CDROM. CDROM's were originally designed as single-user, each
with individual, and often incompatible, MSDOS extensions(ll). However, it is
worth mentioning that the recent introduction of DOS 5 should have considerable
implications for networking CDROM. This exploits the standard new configuration
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with PC's using extended memory. Originally, due to a design bug in the
80286/386/486 chips used in PC's, 64Kbytes of RAM in most machines is attached
to the first 1 MByte of memory(12). However, DOS 5 or DRDOS 5, it's
competitor from Digital Research, uses the high memory area, above the 640 Kbyte
threshold, to load the operating system, device drivers etc. This has important
implications for memory cacheing capacities- as with this system, 720 Kbytes is
now released for applications, by loading video RAM into high memory(13). Even
by using only standard memory, 548 Kbytes out of 640 Kbytes are available(14).
This is likely to ease matters somewhat with COROM networking.

Operating Systems
There is a reasonable choice, some of which are as follows:

Optinet
From Attica Cybernetics, based in Oxford. Running on Optinet software over a
LAN, drives are attached to the dedicated file server, which must have at least 2
Mbytes of memory. Itcan be mounted on the Novell network manager, ie it can act
as a file server for Novell. It's main advantage is that it is not strictly hardwarebased, as it is a software package which can be used with most equipment,
allowing a library which already has CDROM to re-use with existing
equipment(15). However, dumb terminals cannot be used with this
system(16).Note that Bradford University, subjects of the case study, invested in
Optinet

Silver Platter
This comprises a drive tower housing both network server and CDROM's. It can
work on a LAN, and has good system integrity. It also possesses a statistical loguseful for decision-making(17). Silver Platter are also developing a Apple
Macintosh version of this system(18)

Meridian
One of the earliest systems to be released- can support up to six drives, and over a
LAN, there is virtually no limit on servers on the LAN. No applications software
need be installed on local workstations. It is also supposed to be reliable(19).
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CBlS
This can consist of hardware alone, software alone, or conbined configuration. It
will work over Novell, and is said to support up to 23 simultaneous drive and up to
254 simultaneous users(20).

LANtastic
This system is a network operating system in it's own right, which will support
CDROM drives. It does not need a dedicated fIle server, as any computer attached to
the network can be used as a workstation or/and as fileserver, allowing pier-to-pier
networking for anyone connected. Audit trails and statistics of usage etc are
possible(21).
NB It is assumed that PC's are likely to be the preferred workstation. However, it
is likely that Apple Macintosh (see Silver Platter above) CDROM operating systems
will be developed, provided there is sufficient demand. It is worth bearing in mind
that Apple Macintoshes can be used over the Novell network management system.

Case Histories
Pioneering examples of experimentation with new technology tend to happen in the
USA, and CDROM is no exception. The first of significant note is the report of
CDROM networking at Brandeis University(22). Here the network was run under
Novell, using the Meridian operating system for SilverPlatter, on an Ethernet LAN.
The workstations were all different PC clones. Other software for other vendors eg
Wilson had to be installed on each computer(23).
All went well for a time, until "freezes" and other technical hitches, due to
incompatibility of H WWilson's MSDOS extensions, began to be problems. These
variations with extensions were one of the installation's biggest drawbacks(24).
Thus technical know-how, even nowadays, is a sine qua non for managing a
networked CDROM installation, and should not be taken on lighly. Other problems
included the necessity to spend more time on user education than with printed
sources- especially to learn good search strategies(25). This has important
implications for library user instruction programmes, as well as in the requirements
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to have adequately trained and experienced staff in the use of CDROM products.
Failure to do the latter may result in undue stress placed on library staff(26).
Examples in the UK include the Department of Latin and Greek, Manchester
University. Here one disk was in Latin, the other ancient Greek, with four
networked workstations, a CDROM file server, and two Hitachi drives
"daisychained" to the server, on a Novell network, running Optinet. Results here
were that index search terms were vCty fast, but free text in Latin took much longerthis was due to a now corrected problem with Optinet(27). No major problems
were encountered.
Another example from the USA i111ustrates another potential problem with the
introduction of CDROM networking: the sheer increase in demand. This is at the
University of Virginia, where the introduction of CDROM was responsible for a
huge generation of inter-library loan material(28). This is always the problem with
introduction of new services; potential increased presssure on existing ones- any
academic institution which does not plan for this is likely to run into big problems
(see interview with Ken Tidswell in case study).

CDROM's and user training
It has already been mentioned that time has to be set aside to educate users in the
proper use of the CDROM medium. Indeed, librarians and information workers
have a responsibility to teach users in this respect- simply installing CDROM and
hoping for the best is neither efficient or satisfactory to staff or users(29). CDROM
is, in any case, much better suited to user training, since- unlike online searching- it
is possible to make mistakes and learn from them(30), without the costs of online.
However, it is important to be aware what kind of instruction is likely to be best.
This can vary, since databases and their search techniques can differ
considerably(31). Additionally, successful user training depends, of course, on
knowledgable staff. Jobnson and Rosen feel that one person, designated the library
instruction coordinator or similar, should inita1ly learn new systems and then offer
preliminary workshops to staff(32). The staff can then practice and learn the
systems before the CDROM network is opened up for users.
End-user instruction obviously depends on staff resources and policy, as well
as technical competence, but there is much to be said for one-to·one instruction
occurring in the library. In this way reference may be made to the printed version of
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the database, if one is available. However, this can result in stress and conflicting
demands being placed on library staff. In particular, those users who have little or
no experience with computers may need constant attention(33).
The best type of instruction is arguably the workshop or class setting. With
these, database structure can be discussed, together with appropriate search
techniques, such as limiters and the correct use of Boolean operators. In addition,
the appropriateness of the database to do the job can be discussed, as weIl as the
more mundane tasks such as downloading results to disk and printing out(34).
Audio-visual aids often can play a crucial role in training session, such as overhead
projectors, laptop computers, and videos. It may also be considered desirable to
incorporate classes as part of the general curriculum, aiming at a broad level of
computer literacy- this is planned at Bradford University (see interview with Ken
TidsweIl). However the classes are organised, it is important to ensure that some
transferable skiIIs are taught, ie that when taught the basic concepts of Boolean
logic, database structure, etc that the user should have the confidence and
knowledge to sit down at any new CDROM and make a reasonable attempt at
fonnulating a search strategy(35).
Much of the above applies to online searching as well as to CDROM. Indeed, it
is more important that user education is successful with online searching, because
of the element of cost involved. RealisticaIly, there are many users for whom
CDROM is not appropriate, particulary for whose who need up to the minute
answers to queries(36); for example, medical, scientific and technological
disciplines. If online searching is to be offered successfuIly on university campus
networks by the library/computer centre, user training must play a crucial role.

Summary
The technology and implementation of CDROM has been discussed, with reference
to case histories, with appropriate observations. The necessity for user training is
examined, with thoughts as to the appropriate type of instruction, and how weIl
CDROM is likely to meet certain user's needs, as compared to onIine searching.
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4

Developments in the US
and UK

Introduction
Pioneering moves towards the "electronic campus", as with many other
developments in the technological uses of education, have originated in the USA.
This chapter examines the role of Brown, Camegie-Mellon, Cornell and others and
asks what relevance these have to present-day experience in the UK, by comparison
with UK examples. Additionally, reference will be made to providing such services
as information servers, electronic document delivery and current awareness
services.

The Brown Experience
In 1983, the Scholars's Workstation Project was born, a project that was meant to
have a "profound influence on education and scholarship"(l). Essentially this meant
a proposal for a network of campus computers, with individual workstations
capable of advanced screen displays and a million bytes of storage, connected to the
university network (BRUNET), as a distributed computing system. By 1987, there
was to be 10,000 workstations. The funding was to come from outside sources eg
mM, who donated around $15 million over three years(2). In this development the
library was closely involved, for example, by being awarded money from a private
fund to cover the cost of an online catalogue(3). Their role in the Workstation
Project was seen as crucial- in the words of one administrator- "We saw the library
as the key to the humanistic use of the workstations. That was always in the back of
our mind"(4).
The problems of the strategy were highlighted in an interview survey of
miscellellaneous academic/administrative/library staff at Brown. At the time of
writing not one workstation had been installed, although the campus was now
totally "wired"(5). There was controversy about the cost for the project, and little
factual information on budgeting was forthcoming(6). Not only this, but there was
much hostility and bitterness about the project, feeling that money spent on the
project could have been better spend on other areas, and that Brown had changed
from a liberal arts institution into a high-tech one(7). Expectations had been built up
that could not been met- communications with all interested parties were a major
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problem(8). Also, budgeting for electronic and traditional library services was a
problem, with more money going for the electronic-based services, without a
corresponding increase in library budget levels to counter rising equipment
costs(9). Finally, it was seen likely that the library and the computer centre would
merge- yet it was felt that librarians and computing people had no real appreciation
and knowledge of each other, which could lead to major problems(1 0).
Brown is also well known for the Intermedia project. This used a network of
Unix workstations, with five integrated applications in an interface similar to that of
Apple Macintosh(II). Documents have bidirectional links, an advanced
development of hypertext principles, and have descriptive properties. Thus if one
links emanates from a single block of information, users choose the path they wish
to follow from a list of link explainers presented in a dialog box(12). Thus it is
possible to easily switch contents and move around different documents, or
"webs"(13). Example of applications include Biology and English(14).

The Carnegie Mellon Experience
Carnegie Mellon, unlike Brown, is not a liberal arts university, but a technological
one, with specialities in computer science and related disciplines. Thus it is no
surprise that this university invested heavily in technology in the 1980's, although
the approach has been "suck it and see"- ie that faculty and students were provided
with vast amounts of distributed computing facilities, to see what use they made of
it, called the Andrew Network.(15). During this time, the library was improved,
with increases in the book budget(16). Also, a copy of the online library catalogue
was loaded onto STAIRS, a free text system with local modifications, on an mM
mainframe computer, and this can be used by all computers connected to the
campus computer network(17). Indeed the strategic plan for the university had
within it the following assertion: "The library will be transformed into an advanced
electronic information service"(18). As part of this service, the university had
mounted on the same computer twelve databases for reference use(19). But the
most interesting development was the merger of libraries and computing into the
Academic Services Division. The philosopy of this was that a single management
structurewould be more effective to achieve what were broadly similar goals- that
students will come to the library, but much library information will also be available
through the campus computing network(29). The main library has a large
computing cluster itself for students to use, which is significant(21)
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Benefits up to now have been said to include better management and planning
of computer services, and more technical expertise for the library(22); however, the
"convergence" solution is a controversial one, with no guarantee of success
elsewhere.

The Cornell Experience
Cornell is a well-established institution, with an annual budget of $800 million,
12,900 undergraduates, 5,500 postgraduates,and staff of 6,390(23). It has a
mission statement that says that scholar's access to information will not be limited
to ability to pay nor by varying degrees of access(24). The library entered a
partnership with Computer Services in 1987 to create a prototype "scholarly
information system", mounted on a central Cornell Computer Services computer
attached to the campus network. When designing this facility, questions were
considered, such as will scholars actually work with full text in electronic from,
what is required for a scholar's workstation, what skills do scholars need to use it,
and what staff patterns and skills must a library provide to support access to
electronic information(25). The strategy takes the form of several prongs as
follows:

1. The library and computer services installed a DECNAX with the
BRS/Search software, with packages such as the Agricola database. This
was accessible anywhere on campus by use of a high speed broadband
network(26).
2. Full text files will be mounted next, eg scientific joumalliterature, as
electronic documents.An Apple Macintosh style interface is likely, though
much work remains to be done: it is likely to resemble Hypercard in
principles and operation. Also COROM is under active consideration(27).
3. This stage adds machine-readable, non-bibiographic, published data to
full text resources- eg computer software and files(28).
4. The final stage adds access to Cornell's electronic data files for libraries
and their scholars over a county-wide network, through a gateway. Costs
are considered likely to be a problem(29).
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By far the most interesting for the UK librarian or information specialist is the
question of how Comell tackles user training. This is tackled in three stages:

1. Workshop Series in the Use of the Microcomputer. These are taught by
library specialists- included Bibliographic File Management, spreadsheets,
word processing. They are very popular(30}.
2. Curriculum in Information Literacy. Examples of subjects; what a
database is, what is a bibliographic recOtd, different search strategies etc.

3. End-User Searching Instruction Program. This is aimed particularly at
students wishing to search computerised bibliographic databases(31}.

It can be seen that Cornell takes it's user training seriously. It remains to be
seen whether UK universities are capable of matching this level of expertise and
commitment, given current financial constraints, and the lack of private sector
sponsorship outside the US.

The Salford Experience
Meanwhile, back in the UK, developments could be said to be at a rather less
elevated, but nevenheless significant, level. From 1 April 1988 (perhaps an
unfortunate choice of day!) the University of Salford Computing Services Section
merged with the library, to form Academic Information Services(32}. This had been
influenced by the "convergence" developments in the USA already discussed. Two
factors were central to the convergence proposal. The first is that libraries are
becoming increasingly electronic, in terms of technical arrangements and the access
and use of information: secondly that computing services are becoming less and
less involved with computing as computation and increasingly concerned with the
electronic handling of information(33). There was a planned extension to the library
building, and knowing the merger was on the cards, computer facilities were
incorporated within it (the library and computer centre were originally at opposite
ends of the campus). Harris claims that because of the physical merger, the
development of the integrated service was made easier than it would have been
otherwise(34)
An imponant point to note is that no new money was provided for this merger.
Additionally, as the merger generates pressure for new developments, it is likely to
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require more resources, which at present are not forthcoming in the present
climate(35). As Bebbington and Cronin say, "Implementating the campus of the
future may only be possible with substantial support from the commercial
sector" (36), which is likely to influence the destiny of SaIford and similar
institutions.

The Aston Experience
Aston's experience is a salutory one. The drive towards a "wired campus" was
stimulated by the savage cuts in UGC funding in the early 1980's- a 31 % loss(37).
This resulted in a radical restructuring and axeing of departments, with
concentration on more market-orientated academic disciplines. The library took on a
more service orientation, taking the services to the customers, who, being more IT
and business orientated, were a more demanding clientele(38). Links were also
estatablished with business and commerce. The showpiece nature of the Aston
experience as already been noted in Chapter!. Services delivered under the new
arrangements include downloaded results of online searches and current awareness
buIletins, using the university's database retrieval software(39). Departments are
eager to improve computer-based skills for their demanding student clientele, and to
this end the library organises IT training. Developments that are possible in the
future include the downloading of reading lists. Brindley has stated the ideal of the
future, where inter-library loan requests are sent from the user's desk; delivery
could be accomplished by advanced fax over the network, for local printing or
downloading, copyright permitting(40). To coordinate the electronic campus
strategy, a new post of Pro-Vice-ChanceIlor for Information Technology and
Director of Library Services was created, with Brindley up to recently the first
occupant of the post(41).
The future of the strategy has been set out in a recent article, where it is hoped
that Aston wiIl be a demonstration site for "SuperJanet"(42) (see chapter 1 for
JANET developments). However, it is to be noted that this strategy was originally
the result of severe external financial pressures. The question needs to be posed
whether an electronic campus strategy is merely a reaction to events- after all,
networking all and sundry wiIl not solve underfunding of library resources, and
may introduce new costs in technological obsolescence and replacment, not to
mention staffing training needs and associated costs.
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Other Developments
lnfonnation Servers
Not all campuses can, or wish, to embark on a full-scale "wired campus" strategy;
yet there are many who would wish to improve their information provision to the
academic community, be it student or staff. One way of doing this is the provision
of an "information server". This is often provided by Computer Centre facilities,
but there is no reason why provision should not be made by libraries who have the
expertise and equipment to do so. The list of information servers to date is attached
below, taken from the NISS Bulletin Board-these also include some databases.
Please note that some of these are only test facilities that may only have a screenful
of information.
OX.INFO
YORK.INFO
UEA.INFO (University of East Anglia)
ABER.INFO (Aberdeen University)
BHAM.INFO
NCL.INFO (Newcastle University)
HULL.GEAC
LE.INFO
IMPERIAL (Imperial College)
CC.NEWS
WARWK.INFO
ASTON.INFO
ULCC.NEWS
CAM.NETNEWS
ED.INFO, (Edinburgh University)
LEICP.INFO (Leicester Polytechnic)
CITY.NEWS (City University)
QMW.NEWS
SWURCC
BANGOR.DIRENQ
TEES-POLY
lRENT-POLY.
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A good example of what can be achieved is the York University Information
Server (appendix (i)). This has library, departmental and student union information,
including details of course reading and projects. Some library systems are capable
of being used as information servers- the COPAS module on the URICA system at
Bradford University (see later in case study) being a good example.

Current Awareness Services
Aston University has already been mentioned in this context. Lehigh University in
the USA was a pioneer in this and other areas, including electronic library
references through the network server system(43). A recent development in the UK
is the development of the current awareness service at Portsmouth Polytechnic,
using the Pro-Cite software to manipulate down loaded information for academic
researchers from various sources, including CD ROM products and the ISI
databases mounted at Bath University(44). This offers standardisation of electronic
current awareness provision- good for costs, exchange of information, and
production of read-only databases for networked use(45). Thus subject profiles can
then be set up for researchers, and results of searches reformatted for data
transmission(46). User training in the use of this software is also offered by the
library(47).

Further Developments in Electronic Document Delivery
Finally, it is worth mentioning the research carried by Project Quartet. This
focussed on the creation of an Integrated Document Delivery System, using telefax
servers, compressing information by means of Group 3 fax format(48).
Realistically, fax transmission of large amounts of data is likely to prove
problematic with current campus networking technology, because of the large
volumes of data involved, but it is fair to say that today's experiments in technology
can become tomorrow's commonplaces.

Summary
Examples from Brown, Camegie Mellon, and Cornell have been investigated as
pioneers ofthe "electronic campus", and reference made to developments as Aston
and Salford universities, with some examination of the "convergence" debate.
Information servers and current awarenesss services have also been examined, with
special reference to York University and Portsmouth Polytechnic, with some
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concluding comment on the work of Project Quartet on document delivery by
advanced fax systems.
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Part 2
Case study- Bradford
University
1. Why Bradford?
This university was chosen because of the following factors:
(a) It's overall philosophy of delivering higher education was ideal for the
purposes of the study, ie a "technological" university with a strong committment to
the use of information technology in the curriculum in a highly practical way.
Particularly noted should be the aim of the University to ensure that every
graduating student has at the least a basic level of computer literacy, as stated in the
prospectus for 1992 entry: "Bradford's goal is that all its undergraduates wiIl be
computer literate by the time they finish their course of study"(l).
(b) In addition to the above, it should be borne in mind that this institution

has been mentioned in the literature on the "electronic campus"(2). The university
has also in existence a networking strategy, which was submitted to those
companies bidding for the contract to replace the existing ageing library automation
system (BLCMP). This strategy, when totally implemented, wiIl consist of an X25
network with an Ethernet backbone, whereby all departments and study bedrooms
in haIls of residence will be connected into the network. It is planned to offer
various networked library services, and services from the Computer Centre, as weIl
as JANET links to other institutions.
(c) The Computer Centre and the main library (the J B Priestley Library) are
housed within one building on different levels. Thus mutual cooperation and
communication between the two different departments is at least theoreticaIIy not a
problem, which is sometimes the case with universities where the library and
computer service are separated by a considerable geographical distance.
(d) Because the author had previous worked for the J B Priestley Library on the
central campus in the recent past, permission to undertake the study was not
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difficult to obtain. Needless to say, this and the fact that the author's home address
is only 10 miles away has obvious benefits.

2. Brief description of the university
Bradford University is a technological university which, although dating prewar as
an institution of higher education, owes it's present size and status to the expansion
of universities in the sixties and early seventies. During the early 1980's, cutbacks
in university funding meant that Bradford suffered dispropoitionally from losses of
academic departments compared to other universities, along with such others as
Aston and Salford. It is interesting to note that each of these institutions has adopted
to some extent a campus networking and IT strategy that has commanded interest in
the literature, as has been previously mentioned (see Chapter 4). Therefore it may
be surmised that in these cases, necessity is indeed the mother of invention, or at
least radical change.
The university has an undergraduate intake of 3,900 students, and a
postgraduate intake of 550 students, 350 of which are taught courses and 200 are
research students. Many of the departments have a strong vocational bias, such as
Applied Social Studies (social work/administration), Pharmaceutical Technology,
Management Sciences, Modem Languages (with a high linguistic content). The use
of computers in the curriculum is strongly encouraged, as has already been noted.
A considerable number of courses are four-year "sandwich" types, emphasising the
strongly practical nature of higher education at Bradford.
The university has links with Bradford College (the local technical college), and
enjoys good relationships with the local authority.

3. The university libraries
3.1 Descri ption
There are two major libraries:
(a) The J B Priestley Library, which is situated on the main campus just out
of Bradford city centre. Most academic departments are situated
conveniently close, as is Bradford College. This library serves most of the
needs of university students. It has a collection totalling some 500,000
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volumes. The Computer Centre, as has already been mentioned, is located
within the same building, on a lower floor. (b) The Management Centre Library, which is located over 1 mile from the
main campus, out of town, in the Management Centre, whose specific remit
is the teaching of business and management courses.
These libraries were both included within the questionnaire, and data from both
libraries are analysed within the case study.

3.2 Facilities
Both libraries use the McDonnell Douglas URICA system, which is well known
and has installations ranging from small college to universities, such as Bath
University, and large local authorities such as Kirklees MBC(3). It is a fully
integrated minicomputer system, using the PICK operating system. The system has
now (to date, September 1991) been running for a year, replacing the previous
system (BLCMP). Features include the COPAS information module, which can be
used for library user information; facilities to link with other libraries through
JANET; the abilitiy of self-renewal and self-reservation of library materials, along
with the possible provision of other communications facilities, such as
downloading of search results from the full feature OPACs. It is capable of dealing
with up to 300 users, with disk space of 1.3 Gigabytes.
It is worth mentioning the arrangement of information on OPAC (see appendix
(v)). On start-up, the user is presented with an opening screen giving options as to
either begin catalogue search, or proceed to more general information. Other
options at this stage, although not all implemented at present, include links to other
library catalogues, bookshop information and Libline, the information screens on
the library and it's services. The comments screen can also be accessed from this
point, by pressing [RETURN], rather than the numbered options.
If the library catalogue is selected, the user is given the usual choice of search
procedures common to many OPACs. The overall impression is very much the
same as the OPAC in use at Bath University. Subjective opinion from the author is
that search speed, particularly on keyword, is good, although options for the user,
particularly on keyword search are perhaps a little complex. This opinion is borne
out by staff comment, who, when asked on this feature at the Management Centre
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Library, tended to incline to the view that too many options are allowed; and that it
is expecting too much of users to be used to advanced Boolean search techniques!
There is adequate, although not ideal, provision of terminals in the J B Priestley
Library. However, there is only one public use terminal in the Management Centre
Library; therefore, in conditions of peak demand, queues are to be seen at this
solitary terminal. Users not able to gain access to this terminal are forced to use the
microfiche catalogue, dating from the days of the previous system, as backup.
Other facilities include a cluster of microcomputers (PC clones) in the J B
Priestley Library, housed on the ground floor in a quiet area. As well as possessing
general purpose software for word processing etc, they are also wired up to the
university computer network. In addition, all the pes are on a CD-ROM network,
and searching of several different databases is possible, eg Science Citation Index,
the Guardian newspaper etc.

4. Case study methodology
4.1 Aims and objectives
The remit of the case study was to discover what were to be the likely needs of the
library service and it's users, when the campus computer network became
operational. It was felt by key library staff that the study may uncover data that
would be useful in the planning and provision of various services. In addition, it
would also ascertain whether the creation of an "electronic campus" was a desirable
objective as far as the provision of library and information services was concerned.
To this end, it was felt that the study should fall into three parts:
(a) a number of interviews with key members of library and Computer
Centre staff.
(b) a questionnaire study to ascertain patterns of present use by library
users, additionally asking which services users would like to see supplied
over the computer network. This latter aim could be criticised as asking
hypothetical questions that it was not fair to ask. Yet it has to be said that
only by asking for people's preference for service provision is a library
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likely to glean at least some information that is of some use in planning
service provision.
(c) an examination of comments left by users on the suggestions screen on
the OPAC (see section 7 of the study).

4.2 Limitations
These relate to the questionnaire part of the study, and include the following:
(a) Lack of research time meant that a pilot questionnaire was not possible.

(b) Unavoidable delays meant that the questionnaire could only be administered in

early/mid June, whereas ideally the best time to run it would have been at the
beginning of term, or, better still, at another time in the academic year. Because
many students had already left the university on completion of examinations etc, the
sample is unlikely to be representative. Therefore, results gained must be treated
with caution.
(c) Because of the short time frame involved, a single questionnaire was chosen for

what, at first, seem like complicated questions. This may have affected some
responses, particulary when the use of technological terms was unavoidable eg
CDROM.
(d) Because of the high levels of computer literacy discovered in the
questionnaires, it remains to be seen whether results gained are transferable to other
institutions (see later for details of replies).

s.

Interviews

5.1 Description
These were held in May 1991. The questions were left deliberately informal and
relatively unstructured so as to encourage informative and (relatively!) honest
reponses (see appendix (ii». They were held with the following staff:
Peter Ketley, Reader Services, and Polly Dawes, Systems Librarian, both
J B Priestley Library (one interview for both).
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Ken Tidswell, Science Librarian, J B Priestley Library.
In addition, an unscheduled informal was held with Mr Nigel Rudgewick-Brown,
microcomputer advisor at the Computer Centre, specifically on the use and
problems associated with the COROM network.
5.2 Responses
NB Please consult appendix (i) for details of interview schedule, to which
references are made.
(a) Peter Ketley and Pally Dawes (fteader Services and Systems Librarians, J B
Priestley Library). Length of time employed in library: 10 years (peter Ketley), 1
year (polly Dawes)
In answer to question 1, the responses centred around providing information

services such as JANET access to other university libraries and online services, the
latter being a feepaying service. It was felt that the CHEST initiative (such as
providing ISI databases over JANET) was the sort of opportunity that was well
worth exploiting, along with the use of COROM on a network. Other facilities
touched upon included interactive bulletin boards, email, and remote
reservation/renewal of items. The key issues centred around "exploitation" - in the
near future, there is to be an "exploiter" post, who will exploit library and
information services around the library and university campus.
As far as previous examples of this strategy, in reply to question 2, Peter Ketley
quoted US universities, especially Brown, Northwestern and Denver universities.
The experience of Aston University in the UK was also mentioned as being helpful,
although Aston's services were differently orientated, ie more focus on the campus
network, less so on library services- for example, they did not offer self-service
over the network.
As far as funding went (question 3), it was made clear that UGC funding was
for the old system- no new money was available for the development of URICA
and associated services. MSC money had not been, for the large part, forthcoming.
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Services to be supported by the network (question 4) included more remote
users, 48 simultaneous access planned, although capacity could be up to 90. On
this subject it was felt there was a mixture of intentions, rather than fact. Other
services to be expanded included thesis databases on OPAC, renewals, remote
reservation and library messages/email. Of the services to be included on the
network, self-renewal and self-reservation were ones that the library could (NB not
at the present time) support now; the link to JANET was an example of a service
that the library had not previously offered, which made more sense as a result of the
network strategy (question 5).
The main beneficiaries of the expansion, ie the users, it was felt, would vary in
their take-up and enthusiasm for computer-based information services (question 6).
Some were very keen on this sort of provision, others not so. There was no
Simplistic division betweeen Arts and Social Sciences. "Exploitation" was felt to be
the key here (see earlier on this point). Furthermore, a big retraining exercise for
users was felt to be likely. This was felt to be particularly important, as the user
would be in personal control, with his/her own personal password.
Problems (question 7) were felt to lie in the technical area, for example, would
all the systems match each other, both now and in the future? Would it all keep up
with new technology? Would the "open systems" truly be open? In addition,
hacking was felt to be another potential problem, although the library network
software and library system was felt to be well protected. Three groups of people
were crucial in this debate:
library users
Computer Centre
university administrative services
For example, there was a lot that could be gained from centralised registration of
students, but getting people to talk together on this and other issues could prove
difficult, although the fact that administration now possessed a new Sun network
would help in this matter.
The Cyber university mainframe was being replaced, which was a potential
source of relief and a major future headache.
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Cooperation with counterparts in the Computer Centre was a potential problem.
Informal meets were helpful, but formal cooperation tended to be turgid, although it
was felt this was not deliberate. On general advice, it was felt that the Computer
Centre was very helpful.
Other potential problems centred around the issue of user education- not just
library-orientated. Computer literacy was felt to be important, and it was felt that it
should be university policy to devote more resources to this. Additionally, the fact
that some library users were not living in halls of residence, and not therefore
connected into the network was likely to have implications as far as demand for
terminals in the library was concerned. This problem had been found at other
universities which had a similar approach to services, eg York University.
As far as personal feelings were concerned about the creation of an electronic
campus (question 8), overall feelings were positive, "the only way to go" (Polly
Dawes). Services were planned to link with Bradford and llkJey Colleges in future,
so this type of development was very important. Although the pen and paper would
obviously still be there, networked services had a central role to play in the delivery
of services.
All parts of question 9 were seen as important, particularly 9(c). Innovation in
the library field was to be closely watched, especially concerning developments in
the US (not much happening in the UK).
On question 10, the answer was "yes"- with the computerisation/review
committee, knowing what each other was doing; with the Pro-Vice Chancellor
(responsible for the library and computerisation), and many others in the university.
As far as contacts with users went, they had had responses on the new OPACs, but
other than that, user opinion was not at the moment particularly well known. Other
useful contacts for collaboration and consultation included McDonnell Douglas
themselves, and the URICA user group, which was said to be "very good".
Collaboration at a local level outside the university involved Bradford and llkJey
College and the Bradford Central Library (both the latter were moving towards
networking together). There were also possibilities towards involving the schools
and the Bradford City Technology College.
Benefits accrueing from the netwotk expansion (question 11) included offering
a wider range of services. There had been input from the Enterprise Unit (a sub-
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department of the university linked to business promotion). The benefits of
Computer Centre input on technology were seen to be as self-evident, though not
seen- this was said to be the way it should be. There had also been goodwill on a
number of other projects. Relationships had been good with all interested parties
(question 12).
Doubts had been raised initally about the networking strategy, but very little doubts
were expressed by users about the contribution of the library to the whole scheme
(question 13). Some academics felt it was a gross example of mismanagement, but
now at least part of the network is now in place, they have largely accepted that it
has had an impact. One particular concern of Peter Ketiey's had been that users had
to provide their own computers (PC clones), but this does not seem to have been a
problem- especially since the price of these computers has fallen in real terms. The
university has negotiated a purchase deal with Elonex, a PC clone manufacturer
(office just off campus) whereby staff/students can buy their own PC's at
discounted prices (eg £700 for 40MB hard disk/single floppy drive and monitorthis is not the cheapest option).
The interview wound up with the subject of charging- Peter Ketiey felt that
charging for some services would inevitably mean some were put off using them;
yet for the provision of some services over the network, such as access to
commercial online information services such as Dialog, there was no option.
(b) Ken Tidswell (Science and Engineering Librarian)

Length of time employed by library: 20 years plus
Special interest: CD-ROM provision
The emphasis in the answer to question 1 was the use of IT to improve services to
the academic community. CDROM network provision was felt to be important, and
the technical snags eg the problems of MSOOS and CDROM were discussed. The
decision to buy Attica Network and Optinet was discussed (question 2). Visits had
been made to a few exhibitions, so a few systems were available as comparisons.
£12,000 had been available from computing money to spend on the CD-ROM
network.
Funding from the UGC had taken the form of an initial pump primer (see earlier
for Peter KetJey's comments), but this was not enough to cover all needs (question

3).
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In reply to question 4, hopefully this should be CDROM's, data transmission of

various types, dictionaires, current awareness service. INSPEC may be made
available over the network on CDROM at a future date, as may be a networked
version of Current Contents. Other services included those under the CHEST
initiative, ie ISI databases at Bath University, and hopefully others.
Examples of services already provided that would be networked included
newspaper information on CD-ROM: this would enable the library to do away with
the microfIlm version, and would also be cheaper. The (provisional) electronic
current awareness service is an example of a totally new service (question 5b). The
student union and university administration were encouraged to submit information
for input on the COPAS information module of URICA. A part-time member of
staff was employed to input the information. It was planned to network
Archaelogical Science's CD-ROM's digital picture disk on bones, but at the
moment it was impossible to put it through the network.
In answer to question 6, everyone was seen to benefit from the expansion of the

university network. Problems included how to network graphical information such
as the archaelogical sciences CD-ROm's without totally cluttering up the system for
everything else.
Response to question 8 was again, positive, but with the proviso that if the
student was not resident on campus/hall of residence, he/she could not use the
networked services, except from public access areas eg library. This would add to
the presssure on terminals in the library. Training was likely to be a key issue,
particularly for long-term previous users such as academic staff- the new OPAC
might prove an initial problem, although there are different modes possible for
"beginner" and "expert".
For question 9, (a) and (b) were seen to be important. Practical demos on the
literature to be mounted on the network were seen to be useful eg packages for
Chemical Abstracts and INSPEC. As far as (c) was concerned, teaching users in
formal classes, using laptop computers and overhead projection was seen as good
training for users to enhance their use of the network facilities. Human interaction
was seen as important, when innovations in service provision were introduced (d).
It was seen to be important not to alienate people, for example the academic staff.
Realistically, some members of academic staff may not be willing to be taught!
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On question 10, the answer was "not enough", although teaching users and
giving out more infonnation may help this process. There were now introductory
lectures in undergraduate and postgraduate courses on computer uses and
infonnation retrieval. Ken Tidswell also mentioned, as an aside, that as computer
literacy had improved in the schools in recent years, that they might hopefully see
the benefits in a more sophisticated library user. As far as consultation of all parties
was concerned, it was important not to duplicate effort and "reinvent the wheel", It
was also possible to look at the comments screen on OPAC, to see if useful
information and suggestions could be gained.
Benefits (question 11) so far were a "taster" of things to come. News of
administrative changes were easier to come by, and bookshop infonnation was
more readily available. When the library OPACs are on the university network,
this should make a lot of difference. At the moment the priority was given to sorting
out problems on the circulation module before completely "going live". Good
relationships were apparent with all interested parties, and "as we are a service
industry, it pays to be polite" and listen to people's comments and suggestions.
Doubts have included the problem of deadlines, and terminal incompatibiIities;
but the biggest single problems have been the CD-ROM providers, who are
"milking" the clients with the license agreements. Use of CD-ROM may have to be
restricted because of this problem, because the license tenns may be too expensive
for network use. Other problems have included the likely increase of inter-library
loans traffic because of providing outside libraries' catalogue infonnation. This
eventually may mean charge at cost, just to reduce demand! The copyright situation
also was a major headache. Cashflow problems for the university meant the more
cancellation of journals was likely, which again would put more pressure on interlibrary loans.
Other issues included the problems with onIine search interfaces, which often
confronted the user with "garbage". Full keyword search on CD-ROM might prove
more useful for some library users.
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Dr Nigel Rudgwick-Brown (Microcomputing Advisor, Computer Centre)
Special interest: CD-ROM networking services
NB This interview was not originally planned for; therefore, the interview schedule
was NOT used.
Other CD-ROM's were possible as well as the conventioniU text types, for example
picture CDROMs, though cluttering up the network with data was very likely.
Optinet (the CDROM network system) was discussed, pointing out that it could
be used with the Novell LAN network manager, or on its own, because of the use
of the IPX protocol. CD jukeboxes were possible, though Bradford university
didn't possess them. Connecting jukeboxes is not a technical problem, rather just a
mechanical one. Overheads were fairly small for the system as a whole.
Problems with the existing CD-ROM software included the impossibility of
networking Books in Print, as this had to be booted up separately from the other
disks because of problems with the MS-DOS extension. The problem was that
these optical disks had been originally designed as single-user facilities, not
originally for network use, though the introduction of DOS 5 would get around
some of the problems in memory requirements. Copyright restrictions, it was felt,
would also limit the networking of some CD-ROM disks.
The university was licensed for 100 users, through Ethernet. Features of the
optical server included easy maintenance- no accounts, and filespace couldn't be
deleted- therefore no management! Restricting access was possible over a Novell
network for various reasons, although this is not possible with CDROM disks
themselves, which by their nature are open access products to anyone with the right
equipment
Browsing was seen as a particularly useful feature of CD-ROMs, which
realistically was not possible with an on-line search (costs and the user interface
were big drawbacks here). However, the 3 month or more timelag with release of
information on CD-ROM meant that it was not as useful to some staff and students
in some disciplines, who wanted news on the latest developments in their field.
Particular advantages were cited in networking CD-ROM versions of
newspapers, eg the Guardian- money and space; although only the front page was
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the full version of the original, the rest being ASCII text This type of service
could, it was felt, be useful also for market research (normally an expensive service
to use).
One problem with Optinet was that it does not, at the moment, support the
Apple Macintosh range of computers, although Macs were very much in the
minority at Bradford. However, the CDROM's produced by Archaelogical Sciences
could be read by any machine. In theory, any computer that supports the so-called
High Sierra standard (in reality ISO 9660) should be able to read anyone else's
disks.
One advantage of the library's URICA system is that it will accept CD-ROM
format files. However, the fact that much CD-ROM disks are not in MARC format
is likely to restrict this feature of URICA.
Other discs (erasable optical discs of various types) could be used over the
network for information that needed to be changed; but realistically this was not a
cost-efficent way.of using technology, when high-capacity hard disks for pes
were becoming cheap.
User opinions seemed to be favourable; the students seemed not to be
overawed- in fact, they seemed to treat the technology "as part of the furniture".
The interview concluded with the observation that developments in technology
tended to mean that today's near-impossibilities and headaches became tomorrow's
commonplaces.

5.3 Comments
Several issues surface in the inteIViews with Libraty staff:
(a) The necessity for effective training for library users. Without such
training, it seems certain that users will not make use of services likely to be
provided, and that the libraty would be limited in how far it could expand
service provision over the network. For example, users may not be able to
use online searching effectively themselves, because of the unfriendly
interface, despite training in search techniques.
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(b) The problem with providing new networked services is that it is likely
to generate more pressure on existing ones- inter-library loans for example.
This is a problem which will prove difficult to resolve satisfactorily.
(c) The thorny issue of the cost of providing such services. This is likely to
prove a problem with online searching. Although the user would be billed
for this service, there remains a problem with those who use the service and
then cease to be students/staff etc with the university, and not pay the bill.
Also, there is the issue of licence agreements with CDROM providers: this
is a potential source of financial and legal headaches, and may affect how
CDROM can be provided over the campus network.
(d) The problem that users not in halls of residence will have limited access
to networked services. This may lead to presssure on terminals in the
library, and also in departments.
(e) The increasing pace of technological change could mean expensive
upgrades in equipment within a short space of time- this may have resource
implications for other library services.
(f) Data security is not infallible in any computer system- realistically, there

will be those who will abuse the services for their own ends. In addition,
there is the problem of PIN numbers- the reliability of this method of
security for users has been questioned in other areas eg banking, in various
media investigations, and also in the courts. How can the library be sure
that there are adequate safeguards in this area?
(g) The necessity for good collaboration to continue between all interested
parties, and for good communications with all library users
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6. Questionnaire survey
6.1

Methodology

(i) General
This survey was designed to perform three main tasks:
provide data on library usage, so that conclusions may be drawn that may
be useful for the planning of Bradford University library networked
services
give an opportunity for library users to express their preferences for service
provision over the university network, when it becomes fully operational
provide raw material for the case study, in order that insights could be
drawn into the practical realities of planning for an "electronic campus".
Accordingly, the questionnaire was designed to meet these three aims (see appendix

(iii». It was considered particularly important that presentation was of a high order,
so as to give a professional approach, and thereby induce users to fIll in as much of
the questionnaire as possible.
Attention should be drawn to the limitations of this part of the study, as
mentioned in section 4.2.
(ii) Question design
The questions were designed to accomplish several tasks:
(a) Give indication of composition of sample who returned questionunaires.

(b) Give reasonable indication of computer literacy of sample (questions 4,8). This
was to help ascertain potential ability to learn information retrieval skills for using
services over the network, and also to make some assessment of training
requirements. The more boxes ticked in these sections, the greater degree of
computer literacy, and thus more potential information retrieval ability.
(c) Give indications of frequency and usage of present services (questions 5, 6, 7)
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(d) Provide opportunity for users to make suggestions for service provision, by
offering a range of options (question 9, 10, 11)
(e) Give some idea of likely training requirements (questions 12, 13, 14)

(0 Investigate thorny issue of charging for particular services (question 15)
(g) Lastly, offer opportunity for subjective opinion, based on educated guess!
(question 16).
6.2 Design of sample
After consultation with the Reader Services Librarian, it was decided that the
sample size was to be large- 400 in total- as it was felt that the rate of replies would
not be spectacular. 150 of these were to be administered in the two university
libraries: 100 at the J B Priestley Library, on the main campus in the city centre; and
50 at the Management Centre Library, which is situated 1 mile out of town.
In addition, because there may be many students and staff who may not be
regular library users but may have information needs which the library could
satisfy, it was felt that a substantial number of questionnaires would need to be
circulated to a selection of academic departments- 200 in total to 4 selected
departments, 50 for each department. In addition, a further 50 questionnaires would
need to be distributed at the Computer Centre, to catch those students and others
neither using library facilities nor in their departments. As may be seen from the
questionnaire, it was initially thought that the Union building and bar would be a
useful source of replies; however, by the time the questionnaire was run, it was
unlikely that this would be the case. Therefore the Computer Centre was used
instead.
6.3 Method of distribution

J B Priestley Library
A table with two chairs on opposite sides was set up near the library entrance and
exit- one chair for the author giving out and receiving questionnaires, another for
the convenience of users when filling in the questionnaire. Other chairs in the
library at this location near the general reference section were conveniently close so
as to enable users to complete the questionnaires, handing them in as soon as
possible. A large notice displayed prominently near the table alerted users to the
presence and purpose of the survey, asking that questionnaires be completed before
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leaving the library. This setup was designed to encourage users to complete
questionnaires on the spot, rather than be taken away and never seen again! All
users who entered the library were asked if they would like to complete the
questionnaire, and the purpose of the survey was explained to them. All were
encourage to complete the questionnaire on the spot; many users, although willing
to ftll it in, preferred to take them away and give them back before they left the
library. A few preferred to take the questionnaire away with them out of the library
and complete later, returning by internal mail.
The questionnaires were handed out on a day in mid-June in the morning from
10.15 onwards, aIl100 being handed out by approx 12.00. Most completed replies
were returned within 10.30 to 1.00 the same day.
To deal with the problem of stragglers, a prominent notice was displayed,
encouraging people to hand in their completed questionnaires during the afternoon.
In addition, notices were further displayed to cover evening opening hours,
encouraging people to return their questionnaires to one of the security staff, who is
positioned at the library exit as a discentive to theft. These tactics resulted in a few
more questionnaires; therefore it can be assumed that only those who completed
them in shortly after receiving them were inclined to return them. One only was
returned by internal mail, 2 days later.
Of 100 questionnaires given out, 75 were received.

Management Centre Library
Because there was no room near the exits for a table and chairs, the author was
strategically positioned sitting with questionnaires at a small table close to the exit
turnstile and issue desk. However, this proved to be an advantage, since it was
possible to accost everyone who was leaving the library to fill the questionnaire
before doing so. As with the J B PriestIey Library, the purpose of the survey was
explained, along with the encouragement to complete before leaving. This latter
proved to be a wise policy, as the vast majority of these respondents were
completing ftnal exams and thus would have more interesting things to do than
complete a questionnaire!
50 questionnaires were given out in the ftrst 2 hours, most of which were
received by late lunchtime- 1.00pm. By 3.00pm, 35 had been received. Most of the
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_ rest were given to people who said they would hand them back later; not
surprisingly, this only proved true in 3 cases. Despite the low probabability of
further replies, a notice was placed in a prominent position, and staff were left a
note to retum any straggler questionnaires to Reader Services at the J B Priesdey
Library. One last reply was posted to the J B Priestley Library, bringing the total to

36.
Departmental questionnaires
Four departments were involved, chosen because they represented a good spread of
departmental schools of study:
Applied Social Studies
Social and Economic Studies
Civil Engineering
Pharmaceutical Technology
50 questionnaires were supplied to each department. The secretary in each
department was advised about the questionnaire, and consulted on the best method
of distribution. This proved to be departmental pigeonholes in most cases; although
with Pharmaceutical Technology, some were taken by the secretary to be distributed
individually to some members of staff and research students. Also, in Social and
Economic Studies, the questionnaires were placed in a prominent position in the
departmental office- in this case, a large notice was left on a message board to alert
staff and students to the presence of the questionnaires.
The following numbers were received from each department
7 from Applied Social Studies
1 from Social and Economic Studies
5 from Civil Engineering
7 from Pharmaceutical Technology

It can therefore be said that this represents a poor response.
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Computer Centre
50 questionnaires were considered adequate for this site, which is part of the J B
Priestley Library building, next floor down. Some were retained by reception for
distribution to staff, but the majority were distributed to users of the facilities. In all
cases the purpose of the questionnaire was explained, with the encouragement to
hand in the questionnaire at the earliest opportunity to the library upstairs, or send
by internal mail to Reader Service, as explained at the bottom of the form (see
appendix).
Responses from this source can be considered poor, with a response rate of 15
out of 50, a reply rate of 30%, though not as poor as the departments.
NB It was stressed at all locations to all potential questionnaire victims and
intermediaries that the closing date was the end of term. This was also mentioned
on the fonn itself.

6.4 Response patterns
NB Closed type questions are dealt with fIrst in each section, followed by a
discussion of answers to the "open" questions.

6.4 (1) J B Priestley Library

(a) Closed type questions (tick boxes as required)
75 replies out of a total of 100 were received. This is a good response by any
standards. Initial breakdowns revealed the following proffie of replies:

40 undergrad students
14 postgrad students

16 postgrad research students
4 academic staff
1 other- an undergrad 2nd year from Sheffield Polytechnic.
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Unfortunately, respondents chose not to fill in the question asking them for their
department, for the most part: although for those who did, the proiJ1es were as
follows:
3 European Studies- 1 undergrad/lst year, 1 undergrad/2nd year, 1
postgrad student, 1st year.
2 Modem Languages- one undergrad/3rd year, one postgrad student/(year
not known).
6 ElectricallElectronic Engineering- 3 undergradllst year, 1 undergradl2nd
year, 1 postgrad student/1st year, 1 postgrad research/(year not known).
2 Civil Engineering- 1 postgrad student/1st year, 1 postgrad research, 2nd
year.
1 from Project Planning Centre- describing hislherself as postgrad
student/I st year.
1 Peace Studies, postgrad student/1st year.
2 Phannacy, both undergraduate/4th year.
3 Chemical Engineering- 1 undergrad/2nd year, 1 undergradl3rd year, 1
postgrad research/(year not known).
1 Social and Economic Studies, postgrad research!2nd year.
It is possible that the design of the questionnaire was deficient, as this question
was part of question 1, and therefore not separately numbered; nevertheless, this
deficiency in design was not spotted by anyone while "idiot testing" the
questionnaire in the department on fellow students, or by those who were
approached for advice on questionnaire design. Another likely reason is that
respondents were less than happy to name their department for the following
reasons:
They did not wish to be identified from their pattern of responses. This is
likely to have been a fear, despite the fact that names were not asked for.
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They may have felt that service provision maybe biased towards certain
departments if two much identifying information was given. This is another
possible fear. It is significant that none of those who gave their departments
were academic staff. However, it is likely that the less the university library
knows about the usage pattern of library users, the more likely errors there
will be in service provision. Therefore it can be argued that those who may
have felt this way were doing themselves no great service.
In response to question 3, 3 academic staff had worked in the department up to
five years, and two over 10 years. Note that this is one more than the total for
academic staff replies, because one postgrad research student was in fact employed
in the department, and fIlled in question 3 in the box stating up to five years.
The next most interesting pattern of responses can be seen in the questions
concerning the use of computers, making up question 4. This was aimed at
discovering the familiarity of most users with information technology, so that
library management would be able to assess potential user competence in using
library services over the network. However, the level of competence was not
asked. This was because it was felt that users self-perceptions would vary from
individuals to individuals, and thus be too subjective. Perhaps one extreme example
of this was found when distributing the Computer Centre batch of questionnaires
(see later).
Of particular note are the figures concerning word processing, as opposed to
other types of computer literacy. This indicates that basic keyboard skills are likely
to be present among most users, if not more specialised skills.Thus, the profIles are
as follows:
61 out of the 74 stated they possessed word processing skills
29 stated they could use spreadsheets
19 ticked database use
7 ticked desktop publishing
10 ticked data transmission
30 ticked programming
Compare this with the profIle exhibited by Management Centre respondents (see
appendix (iv)).
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The next two questions concern library usage patterns. For this group of
respondents replies were as follows:
19 used the library once or less a week
35 used the library 3 to 4 days a week
21 used the library most days it was open
(these all refer to question 5, "how often do you visit the library?")
Responses to question 6 are not reliable, as many respondents ignored
instructions and filled in more than one box, though a large number used the library
for reference and study (33 and 31respectively), less for research and returning and
collecting items, and 1 solitary individual stated that his/her main use of the library
was to meet people/socialise!
Not suprisingly, services users patronised were heavily weighted to borrowing
books and journals (69) and reading journals etc (50). Only 20 stated they used the
OPAC library catalogue, and 7 ticked other OPAC information; however, it is
highly likely that the terms used in the questions were not recognised- but if there
had been adequate explanation, the questionnaire would have been far too long! 20
ticked the box for the pes in the J B Priestley Library, which at least implies users
were aware that they existed and used them. 33 ticked the use of printed abstracts
and indexes etc; IS ticked that they would prefer COROM versions if available, and
only 6 ticked they would not prefer CDROM. This could be taken as a vote of
confidence in COROM, implying a distinct lack of "technofear" among the user
population.
For question 8, responses were varied- 11 only ticked use of email, 26 ticked
use of Bradford university computer services, 23 for online searching, a poor 6 for
COROM searching, and 21 for other university's computer services. It is possible
that there was some confusion over what CDROM was, yet in view of the good
computer literacy profiles, it may be the name, rather than unfamiliarity with the
technology, which is the problem.
Question 9 was the acid test- the "what would you like" approach, perhaps, yet

it seems that people's preferences were reasonably well defined. 30 of the sample
ticked online searching, which is interesting in view of the library's avowed
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intention to supply this service over the network, for a fee connected to a password
system. Again, CDROM was less than enthusiastically received (16), yet this
service is already supplied in the library and computer centre! Considerable interest
was expressed in links to university and polytechnic library catalogues (37) which
is just as well, given that this is a service which the library is commited to
supplying as part of the networking strategy. Response was moderate for links to
other computer services (24). The best response by far was for the next option,
which was for "up to date references on new journal literature of your choice" (42).
This option was actually asking people whether they would like an electronic
current awareness service, although the option was phrased in such a way that
those with no significant knowledge of the possibilities available would not be put
off answering the question. The library already offers a photocopy-based current
awareness service. It is to be hoped that the respondents actually wished for an
electronic version of such a service. However, it is just possible that users merely
wished for what they already have, but were not aware of it. A small number
wished for abstracts and indexes (19); it is likely that these were not connected in
users minds with either CDROM based versions or theses abstracts, both of which
are already in operation in the library, but it would be unwise to judge rashly. The
two questions based around general campus information scored only moderately
(20 and 22). However, a more popular choice was for software for general use
(30). Links to Bradford College and other local libraries managed only 17, and by
the last question the patience of the questionnaire victims had obviously run it's
course (3).
Preferences for using most library services over the network attracted 30,
personal use instead 14, and no preference 27. In view of the no preference views
being nearly as many as the pro-network answers, it may be asked whether this
reflects an unwillingness to be commited until some network provision was
forthcoming. It is perhaps a pity that service implementation was postponed for
technical reasons, as some provision might have affected some of the replies.
Question 12 attracted an interesting batch of replies- 36 for yes, 29 for no,
opinion obviously split, but slightly favouring extra training. However, twice as
many (22 for no as opposed to 10 for yes) said that no user training would not
affect their use of the services (question 14): 31 didn't know, which suggests that
people are saying they'll wait and see what services are available.
Question 15 was intended to be controversial, as charging for services is always
a sensitive issue. Accordingly, only 9 ticked no for this question, and a high 39
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said yes, with 19 don't knows. One added "depends on cost ", choosing a don't
know box.
Answers to the last question were very favourable, with 41 responding
positively- only 2 nos, and 22 don't knows.

(b) Open type questions
These comprised questions 1 (other- please specify), 9 (other- please specify), 10,
13, part of 14. This was an attempt to cover information that could not be dealt with
by ticking boxes, and also to give people more scope in the way they answered the
questions. None of these options were heavily filled in by respondents, and the first
was not filled in by anyone.
For question Wother, many merely filled in the space with one of the options
already given! This was treated as ticking the appropriate box. The rest left this
space blank.
Question 10 (please write below any two services you would most like to use
over the network) attracted a variety of answers, some of which are written below:
refs on joumalliterature
general campus info
links to other university computer services
links to Bradford College and local libraries
COROM searching
online searching
links to university libraries
availability/reservation
software for general use
remote quality printing and bibliographies
links to other universities (not specified)
Of these, no real pattem emerged- enough people specified enough choices as to
mean no overwhelming preferences. Availability/reservation is interesting, as the
library is commited to networking OPAC, and plans to offer self-reservation and
renewal. COROM searching was mentioned by many, yet many seemed disinclined
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to use the library's CDROM facilities when using library services. if the previous
replies are to be believed!

Question 13 asked people "which services do you feel you need further
training?" This obviously has direct relevance to library staffs perception of a need
for further training. particularly the computer-based variety. 25 actually filled in this
section (quite good at this stage of the questionnaire!) The suggestions were as
follows:

3 suggested training in all services; one "general"; one "things unfamiliar
with".
further training in CDROM scored 5.
online searching was also 5.

3 people suggested further training in use of abstractfmdexes.
1 suggested word processing.
1 saidemail

links to other libraries- suggested by one.
links to other computer services suggested by one.
"inter-lib access network"- suggested by one.
Other suggestions included "more skill needed on computers"
A couple suggested leaflets/guides would be a good idea.
Very few people answered the open part of question 14 (4 in all). Comments
varied widely; thus one comment was that if there was no user training. there would
be less use of computer services (by this particular user). Other comments are as
follows:
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One said "software analysis"- something to do with software provided over
the network?
another said "word processing"- another software related comment.
the last said "AlL".
It can be reasonably concluded that the open-type questions were the least
successful part of the questionnaire, and perhaps should not have been included.

6.4 (2) Management Centre Library

(a) Closed type questions
36 replies out of a total of 50 were received- again, a good response. Initial
breakdowns revealed the following:
6 undergraduate students
25 postgraduate students
1 postgraduate research
3 academic staff
1 other (1 week attendance course from industry)
At this time, responses had been obtained from the J B Priestley Library, and it
had been noticed that for the most part, people had not written their departments.
Therefore, for all respondents it was stressed that this was important on handing the
questionnaire out to them. This proved to be somewhat unnecessary, as it turned
out that most proved to be postgrad students completing the MBA (Master in
Business Administration). One of the postgrad students was completing the MSF
(MBA with the French language). All the undergrads were on business studies first
degrees. Of the academic staff, all were from the department of management, and
one was from the European Centre for Total Quality Management. Two out of three
staff had worked in the department for up to five years, and the other up to 10
years.
Computer literacy, again, proved an interesting source of replies. Here the
proflles are as follows:
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34 ticked word processing
34 ticked use of spreadsheets
25 ticked database use
5 ticked desktop publishing
6 ticked data transmission
13 ticked programming
Compared to the proflles exhibited by the J B Priestley Library, this makes for
interesting reading. The high proportions of replies in the first three categories
indicates good keyboard skills, numerical skills, and importantly, potentially good
information retrieval skills. The programming category is low compared to the
others, but high out of the total sample for this library, as was the J B Priestley
Library. However, too much reliance should not be placed on this, when considers
that the time the questionnaire was administered will almost certainly have altered
the representative nature of the sample.
Library usage patterns for question 5 are as follows:
8 used the library once or less a week
20 used the library 3/4 days a week
9 used the library most days it was open
Again, responses to question 6 are not reliable, but for the record the figures are
the following: 20 ticked reference, 12 ticked research, 18 ticked study, 3 ticked
meet people/socialise and 5 ticked collect/return items. The last is a sure indication
that this question was designed badly!
For question 7, a large number of people ticked the boxes for borrowing books
and journals, and reading journals/magazines/newspapers (33 and 22 respectively).
One solitary tick was recorded for OPAC/library catalogue, which surely implies
that the term used was too technical- yet if the words VDU had been used or
similar, there is not guarantee that the replies would have been any better. 4 ticked
the other OPAC info box, and 10 ticked printed abstracts and indexes. 7 ticked the
PC's at the J B Priestley Library, which is surprising, given the fact that the J B
Priestley Library is well over a mile away from the Management Centre Library. 10
ticked online search, and 18 ticked approaching staff for help with enquiries. On
whether people would prefer CDROM to printed versions of indexes if available, all
answers were yes (10): not a single no tick was recorded.
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For question 8, replies were evenly split for other Bradford university computer
services and online searching (9 each). 8 ticked other universities' computer
services, while COROM searching attracted 6 and email a solitary 1.
Coming to the crucial question 9, good scores were recorded for online
searching (22), COROM searching (16), and links to other university/polytechnic
library catalogues (18). 13 ticked links to other university computer services. The
best score, again, was achieved by the "current awareness" question (24).
Obviously, current awareness provision is popular. Abstracts and indexes merited
only 12, general campus info 7, student info etc 6- not rated highly amongst the
largely postgraduate sample. Software provision rated 13, links to Bradford
College and other local libraries 6, and other only merited 2 ticks.
For Question 11, replies were evenly split, with 12 for using most services over
the network/not needing to visit the library regularly, 12 preferring to visit the
library to use the services, and 10 choosing no preference.
Question 12 was answered mostly in the affmnative; with 22 for yes and 12 for
no. Marginallymore people felt that no user training (Question 14) would affect
their use of the service (8 for no as against 9 for yes), with 13 don't knows.
For Question 15, only 3 felt charges would not deter their use of online
searching over the network, as opposed to 22 for yes, and 8 don't knows.
Most people were optimistic about the value of new services in helping them
with their work (25), with only 2 no's and 6 don't knows.

(b) Open type questions
Question 10 attracted a reply of 13 out of the total of 36 replies. Of these, the
choices people made are summarised below:
4 gave a preference for word processing: 1 specifically stated spreadsheets.
6 expressed preferences for online searching to be supplied.
5 indicated a preference for COROM
3 were interested in journal literature update service
1 expresssed interest in links to Bradford College and other local libraries
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1 was interested in links to other university libraries and polytechnic
libraries

1 put down links to other universities (type/nature of link not specified)
general info got one endorsement, as did student news etc.
It can be seen that COROM, online searching, and software provision were the
most important. Some respondents were more specific: ili particular, one member
of staff specifically requested that FAME (a COROM business/financial information
database) be made available over the network. There was also a request from a
postgrad student that WordPerfect (a well regarded commercial wordprocessing
package) be available over the network. One respondent (another postgrad student)
also wrote next to the box for software provision in question 9- "very important".
This indicates the likely popularity of some types of provision for some students
and staff, though by no means all, as only a small number filled in Question 10.
For Question 13, 17 of the 36 filled this in- a better response this timepresumably training was felt to be a more important issue than the preference
choices in Question 10. Details are as follows:

1 wrote "network applications"
1 wrote "generally"
1 wrote "how to use services"
1 suggested "new student info for use all facilities/services provided by
library"
1 wrote "use searching facilities"
1 said "any training would prove helpful"
1 for "how to use subject indexes and catalogue"
1 for "computer networks"
1 for" any type oflibrary linking system"
1 said "explanation of all possibilities
1 said "software searching procedures"
6 said online searching
3saidCOROM
1 said word processing
Again, the popularity of online searching and COROM becomes apparent. It is a
reasonable conclusion that these services will prove popular, provided sufficient
training of the right kind is provided. The rest seem to be equally split.
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Question 14 attracted a total of3 replies. 1 comment was that without training,
things would be "more time-consuming to find out'(postgrad). The other 2
comments specified the following:
online search and links to other libraries
"computerised ones in particular"- referring to services.

6.4 (3) Departmental questionnaires, and the Computer Centre

(a) Problems with rate of response
A mind-blowing total of 37- yes, 37 questionnaires were received out of a total of
250 that were sent out. Of these, 7 were received from Pharmaceutical Technology,
7 from Applied Social Studies, 5 from Civil Engineering, 1 from Social and
Economic Studies, and 15 from the Computer Centre. Such a poor response raises
a number of questions:
l.Was the questionnaire designed adequately for distribution to
departments?
2. Was the time of year a major problem?
3. Could an email questionnaire have achieved significantly better results?
4. Are people reluctant to give information they feel could be traced to them?
5. Is personal contact between thesis author and questionnaire victim a
crucial factor?
. Firstly, it is true that the questionnaire was arguably over-long; however, the
reasons for this have already been discussed in the section on methodology. Time
of year was almost certainly an important factor, as many potential respondents
would have left for vacation or been in the midst of examinations. It cannot be
stressed enough that summer term in an academic environment is a poor time to
conduct a questionnaire survey, yet this happens on many occasions, often
because, as in my case, it was part of a MSc thesis!
Email questionnaires had been discarded as potential sources of replies for the
following reasons:
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1. The impossibility of producing a questionnaire format by email that
would both match the appearance and be capable of collecting the data of the
printed questionnaire- after all, it is not possible to produce laser-quality text
on an email text system with commonly available technology.
2. The potential unreliability of email as a source of replies- network
technology is not quite as reliable as one would like, particularly when
Bradford's ageing Cyber mainframe facility is nearing the end of it's natural
life.
3. Such an approach would discrminate in favour of those who were
computer-literate enough to use email, and would make the effort to answer.
In view of the poor response concerning the question on use of email in
work/study, it is likely that this method of approach would have been no
more effective than the one adopted, and would have yielded biased results.
Point 4 certainly has validity. It has been already shown that people were unwilling
to write the name of their department in the space provided unless reminded that it
was helpful (see responses for J B Priestley library and Management Centre
library). The poor response from the departments themselves would seem to
conftrm this view, at least in part.
As for the last point, there is some evidence for this. The best reponses overall
for the questionnaire were where it was handed out personally. However, the
locations themselves, being libraries, may have induced the respondents to be more
cooperative- ie the distribution would have had an "official' flavour to it, with the
prominent distribution points, notices etc. The Computer Centre response is
noticeably better than the departments, but in view of the profile of the responses,
this is not so encouraging (see later for details).

(b) Dept of Applied Social Studies
(i) Closed type questions

Initial breakdowns of respondent types revealed the following patterns:
6 members of academic staff; two of whom had worked in the department
up to 10 years, and four had worked in the department over 10 years.
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1 member of the administrative staff, who had worked in the department up
to five years.
Not one student reply was received- given the time of year, this is hardly
surprising.
For the computer literacy question, the member of admin staff ticked boxes 1417 (word processing, spreadsheets, database use, and desktop publishing). For the
others, the pattern is as follows:
one member of staff ticked no boxes (this respondent had worked in the
department for over 10 years).
three members of staff ticked word processing only (one had worked in the
department up to 10 years, two over)
one member of staff ticked boxes 14-16 (word processing, spreadsheets,
database use), and had worked in the department over 10 years.
one member of staff ticked all boxes except 19 (programming), and had
worked in the department up to 10 years.
It would clearly be unwise to rely on such a small sample, yet in these
responses it is clear that computer literacy is not just the prerogative of the youngof course, those who may not be computer literate in any way may be amongst
those not bothering to reply.
Library use questions attracted the following replies:
3 claimed to use the library once or less a week- one of these being the
member of admin staff
4 claimed to use the library three/four days a week.
Responses to question 6 are unreliable, as people ticked more than one box. For the
record, 2 ticked reference, 4 ticked research, and 3 ticked co\1ecting and returning
items.
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Kinds of service used attracted 6 for borrowing books/journals, 4 for reading
journals, magazines and newspapapers. Noone claimed to use the tape/slide
collection! 3 ticks were recorded for use of library catalogue/OPAC, and 2 for other
OPAC infonnation. Printed abstractsfmdexes scored 6 (excellent response). The
computer cluster attracted 2 ticks, and online search 3. 5 claimed to approach staff
for help- obviously staff help is important for this group. 3 ticks were recorded for
COROM preference to printed indexes where available, and one not so- but two
stated they didn't know, one writing on "meaning what?" For these, no answers to
boxes 37 and 38 were recorded.
For question 8, 2 ticked use of email, other Bradford uni.computer services,
and online searching respectively, while there was only I for use of other
universities' computer services.
For the all important question 9, asking for network service preferences, the
choices are as follows:
6 ticked online searching
4 ticked COROM searching
4 ticked links to uni/poly library catalogues
no ticks for links to other university computer services
7 for up-to-date journal refs
6 for abstractslindexes etc.
no ticks for general campus info, and students newsletters etc.
two ticks for software provision
I for links to Bradford College and other local libraries
no ticks for "other"
Given the caution on sample size, this is interesting; it appears that staff are all
in favour of services that could be said to be of direct value to them in their work,
and less enthusiastic about the general information and communciations value of a
campus network.
For the preferred use of library services, the situation is not clear cut, with 3
preferring to use most library services over the network without needing to visit the
library regularly, with two preferring to visit the library in person, and 2 stating no
preference.
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Five respondents favoured further training to use new services, as opposed to
to two who felt they did not need it. Only 1 ticked yes and no respectively in
question 14, 4 ticking the don't know box.
For Question 15, most ticked for reduction of searches if charges were made for
online searches (5), whereas only one each ticked no reduction or don't know. For
the last question, 5 felt that new services would help in their work, with 2 don't
knows.
(ii) Open type questions

Of these, 6 out of 7 respondents expressed preferences for these questions, as
follows:
For question 9 ("other"), the one admin staff wrote "BICC"- this stands for
Bradford and Dldey Community College, and is thus in effect a repetition of
the choice in box 53.
For question 10, two academics replied, both expressing preferences for
online searching, and one each stating journal references and abstracts
respectively.
For question 13, four replies were in evidence. Of these, one was for
database/spreadsheet, one for online searching, one for computer use, and
one saying "I don't know what some of your questions refer to- CDROM
for example"- this latter is an inevitable problem with some alien
terminology creeping into the syntax of the questionnaire- how do you
describe COROM if people do not know what it is?
One reply only was received for question 14, this being from the admin
staff member, stating "dbse/spsheet".
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(c) Department of Civil Engineering
(i) Closed type questions

Of the five who returned the questionnaire, 3 were academic staff, one postgrad
research (year unspecified), and one undergraduate fl1"St year. Of the academic staff,
one indicated they were retired, but ticked the box stating worked in the department
over 10 years- this may indicate present capacity as occasional consultancy, but this
is anyone's guess. Responses from this questionnnaire are treated as for regular
members of staff. The other two ticked up to 10 years and over 10 years
respectively. The postgrad research student also worked in the department.
For question 4, 4 out of 5 ticked word processing, 2 for spreadsheets, 2 for
database use, 1 for desktop publishing, and 3 for programming. In view of the
scientific/technical nature of this discipline, this is not surprising. Visiting the
library was not inspiring- four ticked once or less week, one ticked 3/4 days a
week. Clearly this group of respondents spend more time in their departmentsthese are the sort of people the library needs to reach with any new services. Again,
answers to question 6 are not reliable, but for the record there was 1 tick for
reference, 3 for research, 1 for study, and 2 for collecting/returning items.
Question 7 had the following profile:
4 for borrowing books/journals
3 for reading journals/magazines/newspapers
1 for use of tape/slide collection
2 for use of OPAC library catalogue
2 for use of printed abstracts/indexes etc
3 for use of PC's in J B Priestley Library
3 for online search
5 for approaching staff for help
Note that although frequency of use is not inspiring, need for help from staff is
important for all this group. Note also that only one ticked box 37 for COROM
preference in abstractsfmdexes etc, and none for preference of printed form.
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Question 8 scored 1 for use of email, 3 for use of other Bradford uni computer
services, 3 for online searching, none for CDROM searching, and 1 for use of
other universities' computer services.
The crucial question 9 attracted the following responses:
5 for online searching
1 for CDROM searching
4 for links to university!polytechnic library catalogues
3 for links to other computer services
4 for up-to-date references on new journal literature of own choice
4 for abstractsfmdexes etc
2 for general campus information
2 for student's newsletters etc
1 for software provision
3 for links to Bradford College and other local libraries
The poor showing of CDROM is apparent, as is software provision, as
opposed to the universal popUlarity of online searching. It may be that there is lack
of awareness of what CDROM is, and it's potential as a research tool. The other
figures speak for themselves; note also that journal refs are again popular, as they
are with other questionnaire respondents.
For Question 11,4 out of 5 preferred to use most library services over the
network, as opposed to 1 who preferred the visit the library in person. Those who
ticked a preference for network use include the solitary first year undergraduate.
For Question 12, 2 ticked yes for further training, as opposed to 3 for no. For
Question 14,3 ticks were for no affect on use, and 2 don't knows. Question 15 got
3 ticks for reduction in use if charges for online searches, 1 for no reduction, and 1
don't know. For the last question, 4 ticked yes, and one ticked don't knowtherefore most are positive.
(ii) Open type questions

Question 10 was answered by two people- the postgrad research student and the
undergraduate student. Both indicated links to other computer services as
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favourites. The postgrad research student also mentioned access to new journal
literature, and the undergraduate mentioned "student news etc".
Question 13 was only answered by one person- academic staff. This was
answered as "what's on offer on service and what don't I know".

(d) Dept of Pharmaceutical Technology
(i) Closed questions

Of the seven returns, 4 were academic staff, 2 were postgrad research, and 1 was a

postgrad student. Of the academic staff, two had worked in the department over 10
years, and two had worked there up to five years. The postgrad research students
were first year and fourth years respectively, and the postgrad student was first
year.
The computer literacy question yielded the following results:
6 ticked word processing
4 ticked use of spreadsheets
1 ticked use of databases
1 ticked programming
Of these, one postgrad research student ticked word processing, spreadsheets

and databases, and the other ticked word processing and spreadsheets only. The
postgrad student ticked word processing only. Of the academic staff, one did not
tick any of the categories, one ticked word processing only, one ticked word
processing and programming, and one ticked word processing and use of
spreadsheets.
Visiting the library came up with 4 ticking once or less a week, 2 for 3/4 days a
week, and 1 for most days library is open. Heavy library use is therefore unlikely
with this group- not so different from Civil Engineering. For question 6, the same
caveats apply as for the other response groups in the study, but for the record 6
ticked reference, 3 ticked research, and 2 ticked collect/return items.
For question 7, all ticked borrowing books and journals, and 4 ticked reading
journals/magazines/newspapers. 2 ticked use of tape/slide collection, and 3 ticked
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use of OPAC library catalogue. 4 ticked printed abstractslindexes etc, 1 ticked use
of PC's in J B Priestley library, 2 ticked online searching, and 5 for approaching
staff for help. 2 ticked preference for CDROM versions of abstracts/indexes if
available- no negative ticks were recorded.
For question 8, no use of email was recorded; 4 ticked other Bradford univ.
computer services and online searching respectively. No ticks were recorded for
CDROM searching- another poor result. 1 ticked use of other universities'
computer services.
For the all-important question 9, the following ticks were recorded:
5 for online searching
2 for CDROM searching
4 for links to other university/polytechnic library catalogues
4 for links to other university computer services
6 for up-to-date references on new journal literature of own choice
6 for abstracts/indexes etc
1 for general campus info
2 for provision of software
2 for links to Bradford College and other local libraries
Again, online searching is popular, but CDROM not so. Most popular are upto-date journal references, and abstractsfmdexes. Links to other university computer
services score as well as links to other univ/poly library catalogues. Software
provision and links to Bradford College and other local libraries are not overpopular, and campus information is a poor response, coming from one postgrad
research student.
For question 11, 3 ticked preference to use most library services over the
network without needing to visit the library, 2 ticked visiting the library in person,
and and one ticked no preference. Question 12 scored 6- high score for a need for
further training, with noone ticking the no box. For question 14, noone ticked no
user training would not affect their use of the services, whereas 2 ticked yes, with 3
don't knows.
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In question 15, most ticked charging for online searching would reduce their
searches (5), as opposed to 1 for no affect. No don't knows were recorded. For
the last question, 5 ticked yes, with 1 each for the no and not sure boxes.
(ii) Open type questions

Question 10 was answered by 4 people. Online searching were mentioned by three;
abstracts by two; up-to-date references on new journals by one; word processing by
one, and graphics by one.
5 people answered question 13. Of these, two mentioned training on CDROM
and online searching. Other answers were graphics packages, programming ability,
links to other university computer services, database and computer services, and
one stating "all services as required".
Two answers were received for question 14. One was CDROM- the other
programme writing.

(e) Department of Social and Economic Studies
. This solitary reply came from an undergraduate economics second year student.
(i) Closed type questions

No ticks were filled in for question 4 (computer literacy). Library use was stated as
3/4 days a week, and all boxes in question 6 bar box 26 (meet people/socialise)
were ticked. Service use was ticked as the following:
borrowing books and journals
reading journals, magazines and newspapers
other OPAC information (eg theses abstr~ts, general information)
(no other categories ticked)
No categories were ticked for use of certain IT/remote services in course of
work/study (question 8).
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For question 9, two choices were ticked: links to Bradford College and other
local libraries, and the "other" category- however, details of the "other" were not
specified- presumably, the library staff should use their imagination!
For question 11, the preference was to visit the library to use the services.
Question 12 was a "yes" tick. Question 14 was a "no" tick. For question 15, the
yes box was ticked (reduction of searches if there were charges for online searching
over the network). Finally, the yes box was ticked for question 16.
(ii) Open type questions

No answers were recorded in this category.
if) Computer Centre
(i) Closed type questions

Of the 15 who returned questionnaires, 4 were undergraduates, 1 was a postgrad
student, 1 was a postgrad research student, 1 was academic staff, 1 was admin
staff, and 7 fell in the "other" category, which usually meant Computer Centre
staff. The staff categories are unreliable, because of likely confusion over which
category they fell into. It must be explained that the Computer Centre was not
originally a choice of venue for questionnaire distribution, the Union building being
favoured instead. However, the time of distribution was so late in the academic year
that it was felt unlikely that response from the Union building would be in any way
adequate, so the Computer Centre was substituted; this explains why the categories
for staff are inadequate, as when the decision to change venues was made it was too
late to alter the questionnnaire format
Undergraduate students were 1 first year Modern Languages, 1 fourth year
unspecified, and 2 third years unspecified. The postgrad student was from the
department of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering- no year, and no details
were ticked here by the postgrad research student.
The academic/admin/"other" staff filled in question 3 as follows:
4 in up to five years category
4 in over 10 years category
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For the computer literacy question, the figures are as follows:
14 for word processing
10 for use of spreadsheets
10 for database use
8 for desktop publishing
8 for data transmission
12 for programming
Realistically, it would have been unusual not to have expected a high level of
computer literacy from this group, especially from Computer Centre staff! Of the
undergraduates, the figures break: down as follows:
1 for word processing and programming
1 for word processing, database use, programming
1 for word processing, use of spreadsheets, data transmission and
programming
1 for word processing, desktop publishing, data transmission,
programming (Modem Languages 1st year)
The postgraduate research Mech/Manufacturing Eng student ticked word
processing, use of spreadsheets, database use; the postgrad student ticked
programming only.
Library usage for question 5 was stated as 9 for once or less a week; 4 for 3/4
days a week, and 2 for most days library is open. Replies to question 6 are, as
usual, unreliable, but for the record there were 7 ticks for reference, 3 for research,
2 for study, 1 for meet people/socialise, and 5 for collectlreturn items.
Service use was ticked as follows:
12 for borrowing books/journals
9 for reading journals, magazines and newspapers
3 for use of OPAC library catalogue
1 for other OPAC information (eg theses abstraCts, general information)
2 for printed abstracts, indexes etc
3 for use of PC cluster in J B Priestley Library
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8 for online searching

5 for approach staff for help with enquiries
Additionally, 5 ticked preference of CDROM absttactsrmdexes to printed if
available, and no ticks for "no".
Answers to question 8 are predictably different from the rest of the groups- use
of email scores 10; other Bradford university computer services 13; online
searching 7. CDROM searching only scores 4- hardly evidence here of ignorance of
what CDROM is! Other universities' computer services score 7.
Question 9 responses are as follows:

11 for online searching
9 for CDROM searching
11 for links to other university/polytechnic library catalogues
9 for links to other university computer services
11 for up-to-date references on new journal literature of own choice
6 for abstracts, indexes etc
7 for general campus information
5 for students newsletters, society news etc
7 for software for general use eg wordprocessing
7 for links to Bradford College and other local libraries
2 in the "other" category (see open questions for details of these)
In these results a rather more encouraging result for CDROM searching is
noted, although not as popular as online searching. As usual, links to other library
catalogues does well, as does the journal references box. Links to other university
computer services is a good score, but hardly surprising given this is the Computer
Centre! A surprising number ticked links to Bradford College and other local
libraries.
For question 11, preference to use most library services over the network,
without needing to visit the library regularly scored 9, as opposed to 5 for
preference for personal visit to library; no "no preference" tick was recorded.
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Question 12 scored 6 for yes, and 8 for no- hardly a definite preference either
way. A massive majority (10) claimed that no user training would not affect their
usage of services- 1 yes, and 4 don't knows, in question 14.
As far as charging for use of online services over the network, 1 ticked no, 12
ticked yes, and 1 ticked don't know- no huge surprises here. Finally, 13 out of 15
felt new services over the network would help them in their work, as opposed to
just two don't knows and no "no" answers- but this is hardly surprising, given the
sizeable numbers of Computer Centre staff who returned the questionnaires!
(ii) Open type questions

3 people answered question 9, under the "other" category. These were as follows:
Computer staff, Computer Centre- "reservations"
Computer staff, Computer Centre- "univ" -?
undergraduate, 4th year- book reservation
For question 10 there were 9 replies, as follows:
Officer in Computer Centre- online searching/gen campus info
Computer staff, Computer Centre- reservations/online searching
Academic staff- online search/reserving books
Computer Centre staff(academic related)- email and printing
undergraduate, 3rd year- computer games (!); newest info on campus
undergraduate, 3rd year- library catalogues
undergraduate, 4th year- ernai1 and online searching
undergraduate, 1st year modem languages- UNIX (via Sun), Rainbow
(Mac)

postgraduate student, Mechancial and Manufacturing Engineering DeptCOROM, "not enough at this moment". Link to other university libs.
As might have been predicted, this question attracted a good response from the
Computer Centre sample. Note that reoccurence of reservations and online
searching. Reservations had not been included in the questionnaire because there
has been some publicity that this would be provided anyway, and there was user
knowledge of this possibility (see OPAC suggestions screen section). Online
searching is a recurrent request in most replies to the questionnaire as a whole.
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Question 13 attracted 6 replies as follows:
officer in Computer Centre- CDROM
Computer Centre (academic related staft)- using email
undergraduate 3rd year- usage of mainframe eg Cyber2
undergraduate modern languages 1st year- File and data transfer
Computer Centre staff- online searching
postgrad student, Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering- "just need a
brief introduction on screen is OK"
This is an interesting mix, online and CDROM training being requested, which
is not unusual in any of the sample groups. The Cyber mainframe is in fact due for
replacement. It is interesting that even Computer Centre staff feel the need for
training, let alone ordinary, one would imagine, less sophisticated users of IT and
library services.
One answer for question 14 was recorded, from an undergraduate 3rd year,
simply saying "mainframe"- this being the undergraduate who had requested
training on Cyber2.

6.5 Summary of Findings
This highlights the main findings of the case study, and can be divided into the
following sections:

J B PriestIey Library
Management Centre Library

Departments
Computer Centre
Note that percentages for answers, where stated, are out of total who replied in each
sample.

NB Graphs for each of the main findings are located in Appendix iv, and are
clearly labelled for each category of response.
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J B Priestley Library
The response proftle was as follows:

undergrad
41

postgrad
student
14

54.66%

18.66%

postgrad
research
16
21.33%

academic

Total

st
4

75

5.33%

Total returns percentage of questionnaires handed out in J B Priestley Library: 75%
(lOO distributed)
Computer literacy/skills proftles are as follows:
wont

sprmislrels

&trfn;es

deskt:p

daI

.Lr_ •. •

61

29

19

81%

38%

25%

progranming

tJmsmission

8
10%

10

30

13%

40%

Frequency of visits to the library are as follows:

once or less a week
19
25%

three/fourdays a week
35
46%

mosttltJj>s library is open
21
28%

The following was recordedfor services used in the library:

bo"owinJ;! booksliournals
reading journals/mogs/newspapers
use tape/slide collection
OPAC library cataloJ;!ue
other OPAC info (eJ;! theses abstracts)
l printed abstracts. indexes etc
microcomputers in J B Priestley Library
on-line search
I approach stafffor help" with erzt[uiries

69
50

92%
66%

6

8%

20

26%

7
14

9%
18%

20

26%

16
17

21%
22%
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of Findings

Replies to the question "What kind of services would you like the library to supply
on the university network" attracted the following responses:

onIine searchin~
CDROM searching
links other univ/poly library catalogues
links other univ computer services
latest newiournal refs of own choice
abstracts, indexes etc
general campus infonnation
student's newsletters, society news etc
software for general use
links Bradford College/other locallibs
other

30

40%

16

21%

37

49%

24

32%

42

56%

19

25%

20

26%

22

29%

30

40%

17

22%

3

4%

Most popular of these are latest new journal refs of own choice, followed by links

to other univ/poly library catalogues, online searching and software for general use.
In answer to question 11 (asking whether users would prefer most services to be
available over the network, without needing to visit the library regularly; or to visit
the library in person to use the services) the following replies were received:

use most library services visit the library in person no preference
over network/not need to to use the services
visit librgry regularly
30

14

27

40%

18%

36%

Of note are the high numbers not wishing to commit themselves, perhaps until they
had had an opportunity to sample any new services.
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When users were asked whether they felt they needed further training to use any
new services, the following was received:

I yes

no

36

29

48%

38%

When users were asked whether charging for online searches over the network
would affect their use of this facility, the following was received:
~

1U)

yes (reduce services) don't know

9

39

19

12%

52%

25%

Management Centre Library
The response proflle was as follows:

undergrad postgrad
student
student

postgrad
research

academic

other

Total
36

staff

6

25

1

3

1

16%

69%

N/A

8%

N/A

Total returns percentage of questionnaires handed out in Management Centre
Library: 72% (50 originally distributed).
Computer literacy/skills proflles are as follows:

wont

sprmJshm

chixlies

deskqJ

tW

TJUhlishinJ!

11I:Itrmissbn

pvgtrmming

34

34

25

5

6

13

94%

94%

(f)%

13%

16%

36%
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Frequency of visits to the library are as follows:

once or less a week

three!four days a week

most days library is open

8

20

9

22%

55%

25%

The following was recorded for services used in the library:

borrowing books/journals
reading journais/mags/newspapers
use tape/slide collection
OPAC library cataio;!ue
other OPAC info (eg theses abstracts)
printed abstracts. indexes etc
microcomputers in J B Priestley Library
on-line search
approach stafffor help with enquiries

33

91%

22

61%

5

13%

1

N/A

4

11%

10

27%

7

19%

10

27%

18

50%

Replies to the question "What kind of services would you like the library to supply
on the university network" attracted the following responses:

online searching
CDROM searching
links other univ/po/y library catalogues
links other univ computer services
latest new journal refs of own choice
abstracts. indexes etc
Igeneral campus information
student's newsletters, society news etc
softwarefor ;!eneral use
links Bradford College/other locallibs
other

22

61%

16

44%

18

50%

13

36%

24

66%

12

33%

7

19%

6

16%

13

36%

6

16%

2

5%

Most popular of these are latest new journal refs of own choice, followed by links
to other univ/poly library catalogues.
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In answer to question 11 (asking whether users would prefer most services to be
available over the network, without needing to visit the library regularly; or to visit
the library in person to use the services) the following replies were received:

use most library services visit the library in person no preference
over network/not need to to use the services
visit library regularly
12

12

10

33%

33%

27%

When users were asked whether they felt they needed further training to use any
new services, the following was received:
I

yes

no

22

12

61%

33%

When users were asked whether charging for online searches over the network
would affect their use of this facility, the following was received:

no

'yes (reduce services) don't know

3

22

8

8%

61%

22%
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Departments
Of the four departments circulated with questionnaires, the following responses
were received:

Dept

undergrad postgrad
student
student

postgrad

academic

research

staff

admin
staff

6

1

Applied
Social
Studies
Civil

1

1

3

2

4

Engineering

1

Phannaceut
TechnololN
Social &

1

Economic
Studies
Computer literacy/skills profiles for each department are as follows:

Applied Social Studies

I~
Civil Engineering
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PhannaceuticaI Technology

Social and Economic Studies
This question was not completed by the solitary respondent.
Frequency of visits to the library are as follows:

once or less
a week
3

threelfour days
a week
4

Civil
Engineering

4

1

Phannaceut
Technology

4

2

Department

Applied Social
Studies

Social &
Econom. Studies

most days
library is open

1

1

Service use was described as follows:

I

Category
APS CEng
borrowinR books/journals
4
6
readin/i! journals/ma/i!s/newS/lapers
4
3
use t(JlJe/slide collection
1
OPAC library catalogue
2
3
other OPAC info (eR theses abstracts)
2
printed abstracts. indexes etc
6
2
microcomputers in J B Priestley Library 2
3
on-line search
3
3
approach stafffor help with enquiries
5
.. 5
Key.. AP5-Apphad SocIal StudIes CEng_Clvll Engineering

PhT

SES

7
4

1

1

2

3
1
4

1
2

5

PhT=Pharmaceutical Technology SES-Soclal and Economic Studies
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Replies to the question 'What kind of services would you like the library to supply
on the university network" attracted the following responses:

Category

APS CEng PhT

online searchinl?
CDROM searchinl?
links other univlfJoly library cataioRues

6

5

4

I

5
2

4

4

4

3

4

7

4

6

4

6
6

2

1

links other univ computer services
latest new journal refs of own choice
abstracts, indexes etc
I?eneral campus iriformation
student's newsletters, society news etc
sC!ftwarefor I?eneral use
links Bradford Collel?elother locallibs
other

SES

I

2
2

1

1

3

3
2

1
1

Key:AP5-Applied Social Studies

CEng..Civil Engineering

PhT.Pharmaceutical Technology

SES-Social and Economic Studies

In answer to question 11 (asking whether users would prefer most services to be
available over the network, without needing to visit the library regularly; or to visit
the library in person to use the services) the following replies were received:

Dept use most library services
over network/not need to
visit library rel?ularly
APS 3
CEng 4
PhT 3
SES

visit the library in person no preference
to use the services
2

2

1

2

1

1

Key:APS-Applied Social Studies

CEng..Civil Engineering

PhT.Pharmaceutical Technology

SES-Social and Economic Studies
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When users were asked whether they felt they needed further training to use any
new services. the following was received:

Dept

iyes

no

APS

5

2

CEnf(

2

3

PhT

6

SES

I

When users were asked whether charging for online searches over the network
would affect their use of this facility. the following was received:

Dept no

Jl!S (reduce services) don't know

APS 1

5

1

CEng 1

3

1

PhT

5

1

SES

1

Computer Centre
The response profile was as follows:

I~I;= I~ I~ I:: I~ I~~

-because of inadequate categories for Computer Centre personnel on questionnaire, these figures
are not reliable

Total returns percentage of questionnaires handed out in Computer Centre: 300/0
(50 questionnnaires distributed)
Computer literacy/skills profiles are as follows:

I~

1:--1:79
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Frequency of visits to the library are as follows:

once or less a week

threelfour days a week

9

4

most days library is of}en
2

The following was recorded for services used in the library:

borrowing booksljournals
reading journals/mags/newSJ)af}ers
use tape/slide collection
OPAC library catalOf.!ue
other OPAC info (e!! theses abstracts)
~rinted abstracts, indexes etc
microcomputers in J B Priestley Library
on-line search
I approach staff/or helf} with enquiries

12
9

3
1
2

3
8
5

Replies to the question "What kind of services would you like the library to supply
on the university network" attracted the following responses:

oniine searching
CDROM searching
links other univ/f}oly library catalogues
links other univ comouter services
latest new journal refs 0/ own choice
abstracts, indexes etc
general campus information
student's newsletters, society news etc
software/or general use
links Bradford College/other locallibs
other

11
9
11

9
11

6
7
5
7
7
2
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In answer to question 11 (asking whether users would prefer most services to be
available over the network, without needing to visit the library regularly; or to visit
the library in person to use the services) the following replies were received:

use most library services visit the library in person no preference
over networklnot need to to use the services
visit library re~ularly
9
5
When users were asked whether they felt they needed further training to use any
new services. the following was received:

When users were asked whether charging for online searches over the network
would affect their use of this facility. the following was received:

I~

Ii;

(reduce services)

I~on't know
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7. Opac suggestion screen
This is a facility on URICA where the user is given the choice of leaving their
comments and suggestions on the system and/or library as a whole. The option is
given at the opening menu (appendix (v)a) by pressing [RETURN], rather than
choosing one of the options on the screen. On doing this, one is presented with a
basic text entry facility with lines across the screen, presumably to represent paperon this the comments are typed. To exit, [RETURN] is pressed until exited back to
the main menu.
From the author's point of view, it is all too easy to proceed to this option, and
then have to fill in the screen or rapidly press [RETURN] to exit the comments
screen. If this is done too rapidly, one is presented with the comments screen yet
again! Having said this, pressing [RETURN] rather than having to choose an
option is probably likely to generate more replies, which is presumably what the
library wished.
These comments are saved automatically by the system. They can then be
viewed/printed at a later date by staff. Comments that are considered
usefuVinteresting etc by staff receive a reply- hence the name and department
question on screen.
The comments cited below are NOT intended to be a representative sample of
user opinion- merely a snapshot at any particular time of those who used the
facility. One is included to prove that library users have a sense of humour!

(a) Replies up to Christmas 1990
At the start of the academic year in 1990, the new system had only recently been
installed. In view of long Bradford had possesssed the BLCMP system, with it's
rather different (and arguably more simple) OPAC, some lively comment on any
new system should be expected- this new system was no exception. For example;
one comment from the department of electrical engineering: "this new library
system is a major screw up". Other rather more constructive comments are as
follows:
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"A good system if you don't know what you are looking for and what to
browse around a subject using keywords. However, I find the system very
complicated when you know the full title and authors name...it takes much
longer than the old system to find a book. Also there appears to be lack of
standardisation in menu controls eg sometimes you press to exit the screen
and sometimes [RETURN]" (Department: Management and French, 5
October 1990)
"It is a lot slower than the last computer. The amount of infonnation you are
able to give the computer in your search for a book is minimal therefore you
are a lot slower in your search...There is also a lack of infonnation about
the computers by the computers... this could be avoided if information was
put near the computer explaining each of the access points" (anon, 26
October 1990)
"I found it very enjoyable at first, trying to get out of the vicious cycles that
I constantly seem to find myself in- but the fun's wearing off' (Department:
Modern Languages, 26 October 1990)
"Would be useful to have information about Radio Ramair the campus radio
station" (Department: Electrical Engineering, 26 October 1990)
"I have tried to use the computer request facility from the JBPL menu but I
could not select the option number (Number 3) from the Menu.
Is it possible to reserve a book by using a terminal .. .! would like to know
how to reserve and order using the library pes and the computers in the
Richmond building" (Department: Social Sciences, 14 November 1990)
"The menus are badly structured and badly ordered, being full of repetitious
requests and options that appear to lead into blind alleys ... even this editor is
not user friendly, insisting I type [RETURN] every line" (Department:
Electrical Engineering, 19 November 1990)
"I am unhappy that the computert terminals do not have attached paper
printouts as previously available" (Department: Peace Studies, 20
November 1990)
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"Why have (not?) the alphabetical subject indexes been kept? Every time 1
type in a classification number the computer says that there is no such

number. Technology, it's so wonderful!" (Department: Modem Languages,
7 December 1990"
"How about installing drinking fountains in strategic places around the
library?" (Department: Chemical Engineering, 10 December 1990)
"I realise that it is only recently that the old system has. been installed and
that no-one is yet used to it, but it is absolutely useless. The previous
system was inadequate and far more user-friendly. The queues at the library
at around 4pm now lead to the door. That never happened with the old
system.
1 am pleased that link-ups with the computer centre and the rest of the
campus will be possible but if the system is not made more user-friendly
then it will be a big "white-elephant" (Department: Pharmacy, 13 December
1990)
Some interesting themes emerge from these comments:
(a) Inconsistent design of OPAC screen menus, leading to confusion and "blind
alleys". As this OPAC design is common to the current generation of URICA, not
much, realistically will be done about this for a while. However, it is possible for
screen prompts to be customised by the library.
(b) The huge differences and complexity of options on URICA as opposed to it's
predecessor are potential hurdles for users- perhaps user training will help get
round this problem?
(c) The expectation of new developments by users- the example given of someone
trying to reserve a book when this feature was not yet available! Hopefully, enough
. new developments will come on steam before too many expectations are dashed.
(b) Replies up to May 1991

One would expect users, after the initial shock of a new system, to settle down
somewhat, even if only to accept the change. However, replies are still not
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inspiring on the system's "user-friendliness"- in addition, expectations of new
services come more into play.
"I think that this service is very helpful to students of this university and to
others as well as from other colleges. For example: Bradford and Dldey
Community College, where I have come from" (Department: Computer
Access, Bradford and Dldey Community College, 9 January 1991)
"It would be much more convenient if you could reserve books using the
computer system... this would save both your own time and that of the
library user" (Department: Computer Science, 28 January 1991)
"Far too complex for any ordinary human being to master. I cannot
understand it at all. Why don't you people pull your fingers out and start
getting things right instead of wasting the universities' money in this way. I
am disgusted" (Department: Industrial Technology, 25 February 1991)
"Although impressed overall by the facilities available, I was disappointed
to find that I was unable to discover the number books on loan to me as I
was unable to remember by P.I.N. Is there any facility whereby I can find
out what it is?" (anon, 18 March 1991)
"When will the connection to JANET be online?
I use the computer at various areas and would like to search for books from
elsewhere..so if the book is not available I have not wasted my time
travelling to the library" (Department: Chemical Engineering, 6 May 1991)
"I am unsure of how to reserve a work through the computer! If this facility
is available then I would appreciate some instruction in how to do this...
(it) would be a useful service for the students to avoid queuing at the desk.
If this facility is not available then why not use this facility to enable

students to reserve books" (Department: Biomedical Science,lst year, 8
May 1991)
"Would like more info. on books available in other libraries eg BICC
library" (Department: Social/Economic Studies, 17 May 1991)
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(c) Comment
Realistically, feedback ranging from confusion to outright hostility must be
expected when there is such a radical change of library system. Additionally, there
are likely to be enquiries as to when the new services are going to go "live"unfortunately, new computer-based services often do not appear on schedule. To
date, complete network integration of the system has had to be postponed due to
ironing out bugs with the circulation system. In any case, it is probably as well, as
it will be some time before most users are reasonably happy with the new OPAC
screens- particularly long-established users, such as academic staff.
Obviously, user training will have to be provided in the use of OPAC; this is
what the library will be providing- as well as computer-based training in the use of
information services, to be integrated into the curriculum as part of the overall
computer literacy programme.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that this facility is likely to attract much
disgruntled comment, rather than praise- after all, this is only natural with such a
facility, as many who are satisfied will not bother to tell the library. Those who are
dissatisfied will have more motivation to complain, and thus use the suggestions
screen.
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8. Conclusions to case study
Ubraries
The questionnaire survey conducted in the J B Priestley and Management Centre
libraries revealed more useful data than did the rest because of the much higher rate
of replies. Of particular significance are the high figures for the computer literacy
question, particularly for the Managment Centre Library in the first three categories
(word processing, spreadsheets and databases), and the J B Priestley Library for
word processing. This implies that there is good potential for library users to leam
and use information retrieval skills.
Most users from the library part of the survey used the library 3/4 days a week,
and did so mostly for borrowing library materials and consulting journals and
magazines, ie traditional library functions. Significant numbers used the PC cluster
in the J B Priestley Library, though not excessively so- this was also true
concerning use ofOPAC.
When users were asked what kind of services they would like the library to
supply on the university network, the most popular were online searching and upto-date journal references, and, in the case of the J B Priestley Library, software
provision. Most users felt they needed further training to use new services.
Additionally, most users said their use of online searching over the network would
be affected/reduced if charges were applied. This last comment may be important
for the provision of COROM as an alternative for some services.

Departments/Computer Centre
Most respondents proved to be staff. Of these, the Computer Centre showed the
most consistent computer literacy- for the rest, word processsing was the most
popular category, although 3 out of 5 from Civil Engineering ticked programming.
Library use was less frequent in this category than with the library samples, and a
significant use of staff help with enquiries is noted. Again, borrowing materials and
reading journals were the most popular types of library use.
Most popular services to be supplied over the network was online searching,
although all services bar the student and general information services attracted
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significant replies. CDROM was more popular with Computer Centre staff and
Applied Social Studies.
Most users from departments were in favour of further training, but the
Computer Centre sample shows a slight majority against this. Most users said that
charges for online searches over the network would affect use.

Final Comments
The need for further user training bears out comments made by staff in the
interviews- hopefully, the computer literacy level of the user population should help
this process. Not all users are fully aware of the potential benefits of using
CDROM, although many may not recognize it by this name- significantly, many
wished further training on CDROM, along with online searching. The problems of
supplying CDROM over networks have already been noted in the interviews section
of the case study.
Usage of services makes it clear that new networked services are not a
substitute for "traditional" library services ie the high rates for borrowing materials.
Finally, it should be clear that user training in the use of the library OPAC is
essential if full use is to be made of it's potential, both as a library catalogue and a
"front end" for other networked information services.
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Conclusions: where do we
go?
It has been impossible to do full justice to the full range of developments and issues
surrounding the "electronic campus" and how it affects the provision of library and
information services. Brindley sees the phases of development as basically in three
stages(!):

1. As technological manifestation- broadband networks, gateways, and
choice of infonnation systems available to the user.
2. As educational concept- transforming teaching, access, research, transfer
of knowledge.
3. As organisational reality- integrated managment for academic and
administrative purposes, an IT strategy to manage distributed information
systems, and gradual shift towards expense on IT, rather than staff.
Brindley makes it clear that this is a tall order. What then, are the problems with
implementing such a strategy? The technical problems are, of course, obvious- the
changes in technology and the associated cost But are these the real problems? The
electronic campus will have profound effects on the ethos and delivery of higher
education, although realistically this will depend on each institution. Forward
planning and consultation are vital parts of the change- yet it may all evaporate in
the face of competitive funding, unless IT investment is maintained as a priority(2).
And what of the library itself? Much of the literature on merger stresses the benefits
of merger with computer centres- this is all very well in rich universities in the
USA, with corporate backers; but in post-Thatcherite Britain, it is not as easy to be
as optimistic. Managerial change will cost money, which is a scarce commodity.
The IUCC report is a cautionary tale, and should be read by all embarking on
this strategy(3). In the Summary it states that relatively few institutions claim to
have an IT strategy; that merger of library and computing services is not for many a
convincing option; and that there is little evidence of heads of academic services
having meaningful representation at planning/policy/committe level(4). Yet it has
been made clear that universities such as Aston, Bradford and Salford see things
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differently, and are making attempts to achieve this end. Perhaps such a strategy is
not for all- it is all too easy to make expensive mistakes.
The case study makes plain that assessing likely service provision needed for
staff and students within available resources is likely to prove difficult for the staff
involved. Technology is not the touchstone to solve all problems. To reiterate the
words of the master(5):

Next time is the best time, we all know.
But if there is no next time, where do we go?
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(i) York University Information Server
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(v) Examples of URICA OPAC menu's:

Appendix i: Yark University InformaliOll Server

Example of information server: University of York (a)

UNIVERSITY OF YORK
Computing Service
Information Server
Information is available on the following topics:
1.
+2.
+3.
+4.
+5.
+ 6.
+ 7.
+ 8.
9.

INTRO
CSERV
TELEDIR
LIBRARY
DEPTS
UNIV
SU
EXTERNAL
COMMENTS
+

Introduction to the Information Server
Computing Service information
University telephone directory
University Ubrary information
Information from academic departments
Other University information
Information from the Students' Union
Access to external information systems
Leave comments

= Menu topic

Enter a topic name or number, or one of the options below, and press
RETURN
H - Help I - Index Q - Quit

DEPTS.ARCH
+ 1. UGRAD
+ 2. COMBINED
+ 3. POSTGRAD
+4. STAFF
+5. ARCHSOC
+6. EVENTS
7. SHORT
+ 8. LIBRARIES
+9. DEPT
+10. CAREERS

Page 10f 1
Undergraduate study
Combined BA courses
Postgraduate study
Staff and research interests
Archaeology Society
Special events, conferences etc.
Short courses
Ubrary facilities
Departmental facilities
Career opportunities in archaeology

+ = Menu topic
Enter a topic name or number, or one of the options below, and press
RETURN
H - Help I - Index Q - Quit

Appendix i: York University Information Server

Example of information server: University of York (b)
Information is available on the following topics:
1.

+ 2.
+3.
+4.
+5.
+6.
+ 7.

INTRO
YORK_COURSE
DEV
RURAL
DWA
DAI
BUILDINGS

8.

TRIP

Introduction
York course
WORLD ARCHAEOLOGY: Term One
Rural settlement and economy
WORLD ARCHAEOLOGY: Term Two
FIELD ARCHAEOLOGY: Field Research
FIELD ARCHAEOLOGY: Archaeology of
Buildings
FIELD ARCHAEOLOGY: Field Trip

+ = Menu topic
Enter a topic name or number. or one of the options below. and press
RETURN
H - Help U - Up to menu I - Index M - Main menu Q - Quit

Choice: 1
DEPTS.ARCH.UGRAD.FIRST_YEAR.lNTRO

Page 10f

2
The main courses. one of which you take each term. are taught in single
themes concentrating on material from north west Europe from the Iron
Age onwards. with special emphasis on the early medieval period. You
are introduced to the subject through a special study of York and its
region.
York not only represents a microcosm of British archaeology. it is a
magnet for those with archaeological interests. So you get a detailed
knowledge of the city in which you will spend three years and are in
every day contact with archaeologists actively engaged in fieldwork.
research and presenting archaeology to the public.
The second term is taken up with a study of rural settlement and
economy from the Iron Age to the medieval period.

Appendix ii: interview schedule

Interview with Bradford University Library
staff, J B Priestley Library, and Computer
Centre staff.
Name:
Length of time in post:
Date of interview:

Position:
Responsibilities

1. What is the overall strategy for the expansion of the service- to
put in a nutshell?
Aims

Objectives

2. When deciding on this strategy, what examples did you draw oneg British/US universities, by
(a) Looking through journal literature
(b) Looking through case studies/reports

(c) "Word of mouth" reports
(d) Other

3. Was the presence of funding from both the UGC and MSc a
crucial factor in the adoption of this strategy?

Appendix ii: interview schedule

4. What types of services will the expansion of the network be able
to suppport?

5. Which are these services are:
(a) services the university library/computer centre already supports

(b) services that would only be feasible/justifiable through the extension of the

network?

6. Who do you see in mind as benefiting from the expansion of the
university's computer, and how? Examples:
(a) Students

(b) Academic staff

(c) Admin/technica1 (NOT library/computer centre staff)

(d) Library/computer centre staff

Appendix ii: intelView schedule

7. What potential problems do you foresee in the expansion of the
university network?
Categories:
(a) Technical

(b) Organisational/administrative

(c) Other

8. What are your own feelings about the creation of an electronic
campus?

Appendix ii: inlelView schedule

9. How do you see your particular role in these developments?
(a) Improve the quality of communication, both in the library/computer centre and
elsewhere in the university?

(b) Improve the overall perfonnance of the university, in both academic and
organisational terms?

(c) General improvement in existing service provision?

(d) Opportunity to introduce innovations in service provision/delivery?

(e) Other?

10. In the process of moving towards an electronic campus, has there
been significant collaboration/consultation with:
(a) academic staff

(b) adminItechnical staff

(c) library/computer centre staff

(d) students/other users of service

Appendix ii: inlt<View schedule

11. If

SO,

what benefits have been noticeable (if any)?

12. Do you feel you have had good relationships with all interested
parties?

13. Has there been any significant doubts about the whole project?

14. Is there anything else you wish to add?

Appendix ill: questionnaire

This questionnaire is to help
Bradford University Library
develop it's new
services
over the university computer
network. The findings will
also form part of original
research by an MSc student
in Library and Information
Studies at Loughborough
University. Please answer
the following questions.
1. Tick one of the following:

undergrad student
postgrad student
postgrad research
academic staff
administrative staff
Other (please specify)

01
02

03
04
05
06

department
2. If student, what year are you?
first year

second year
third year
fourth year

07
08
09

010

6. What Is your main use of the
library? (tick ONE onlyV')
reference
research
study
meet people/socialise
collect/return items

023
024
025
026
027

7. What kind of services do you
use ? (tick all that applytl)

borrowi ng books/journals
028
reading journals,
magazines and
newspapers
029
030
use tape/slide collection
OPAC library catalogue
031
other OPAC information
(eg theses abstracts,
general information)
032
*printed abstracts,
indexes etc
033
microcomputers on ground floor,
J B Priestley Ubrary
034
on-line search
035
approach staff for help
with enquiries
036
*if yes, would you prefer COROM
versions if available?

037

3. If academlc/admln staff, how
long have you worked here?

yes
no

up to five years
up to ten years
over ten years

8.
Do you make use of the
follow I n g as part of you r
work/study (tick all that apply"')

011
012
013

4. Wh Ich of these computer skills
do you have? (tick any/all that apply"')
word processing
use of spreadsheets
database use
desktop publishing
data transmission
programming

014
015
01 6
017
01 8
019

5. How often do you visit the
library?
once or less a week
threelfour days a week
most days ibrary is
open

020
021
022

email
other Bradford univ. computer
services
online searching
COROM searching
other universities'
computer services

038

039
040
041
042
043

Appendix ill: questionnaire

9. What kind of services would you
like the library to supply on the
university network? (tick all that
applytl)
online searching
044
COROM searching
045
links to other university/polytechnic
library catalogues
046
links to other university
computer services
047
up-to-date references on new journal
048
literature of your choice
abstracts, indexes etc
049
general campus into.
050
students newsletters,
society news etc
051
software for general
use eg word processing
052
links to Bradford College
and other local libraries
053
other (please spedfy)
054

10. Please write below any two
services you would most like to
use over the network.

11. Would you prefer the following
(tick ONE onlytl)
to be able to use most library services over
the network, without needing to visit the
library regularly.
055
to visit the library in person to
use the services.
056
057
no preference
12. Do you feel you may need
further training to use any new
services?
yes
no

058
059

13. If you answered
"yes" to
question 12, which services do
you feel you need further training?
(please write below in the space provided)

14. If no user training was
provided for your special needs,
would It affect your use of the
services?
(tick ONE onlytl)
no
*yes
don' know

060
061
062

*if yes, which ones?

15. Onllne searches are one of the
new library services likely to be
offered
over
the
computer
network. If Charges were made,
would If affect your use?(tick ONE
onlytl)
no
yes (reduce searches)
donl know

063
064
065

16.
In
your
opinion,
will
Introducing new services over the
network help you In your work?
yes
no
not sure

066
067
068

Thank you for completing this
questionnaire.
Please return It to:
boxes in J B Prlestley Library
boxes in Yvette Jacobson Library
boxes in Union building and bar
or:post by internal mail to:
Peter Ketley
Reader Services Librarian
J B Prlestley Library
by 29 June 1991
Thank you for your cooperation

Numbers in sample, J 8 Priestley Library
(total=75)

1=undergraduate
2=postgrad student
3=postgrad research
4=academic staff
5=admin staff
6=other

45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10

5
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

Numbers in sample, Management Centre Library
(total=36)
25
1=undergraduate
2=postgrad student
3=postgrad research
4=academic staff
5=admin staff
6=other

20

15

10

5

o
1

2

3

4

5

6

computer use, J B Priestley sample
70

60

1=word processing
2=spreadsheet use
3=database use
4=desktop publishing
5=data transmission
6=programming

50

40

30

20

10

o
1

2

3

4

5

6

Computer use, Management Centre sample
35

30

1=word processing
2=spreadsheet use
3=database use
4=desktop publishing
5=data transmission
6=programming

25

20

15

10

5

o
1

2

3

4

5

6

Frequency of use, J B Priestley Library
35

1=once or less a week
2=lhree/four days a week
3=mosl days flbrary is open

30

25

20

15

10

5

o -+-1

2

3

Frequency of use, Management Centre Library
20
18
1=once or less a week
2=lhreelfour days a week
3=mosl days library is open

16
14
12
10
8

6
4
2
0
1

2

3

Use of services, J B Priestley Library
70
1=borrowing books/journals
2=reading journals/magazines/newspapers
3=use tape/slide collection
4=OPAC library catalogue
5=other OPAC Information
6=printed abstracts, Indexes etc
7=PC cluster, J B Priestley Library
8=on-line search
9=ask staff for help

60

50

40

30

20
10

o
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Use of services, Management Centre Library
35
1=borrowing books/journals
2=reading journals/magazines/newspapers
3=use tape/slide collection
4=OPAC library catalogue
5=other OPAC Information
6=printed abstracts, Indexes etc
7=PC cluster, J B Prlestley Library
8=on-line search
9=ask staff for help

30

25

20

15

10

5

o
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Use of miscellaneous IT/network services in
work/study
(J B Priestley Library)
30

1=email
2=other Bradford univ computer services
3=online searching
4=CDROM searching
5=other universities' computer services

25

20

15

10

5

o
1

2

3

4

5

Use of miscellaneous IT/network services
(Management Centre Library)
1=email
2=other Bradford univ computer services
3..onllne searching
4=CDROM searching
5=other universities' computer services

9
8

7

6
5
4

3
2
1

o
1

2

3

4

5

Users proposed choices for library network services
(J B Priestley Library
45
40

1=online searching
2=CDROM searching
3=library catalogues univslpolys
4=other universltles'computer services
5=up-to-date journal refs
6=abstracts, indexes etc

7=general campus info
8=student news etc
9=software
10=links Bradford College etc
11=other

35
30
25
20
15
10

5

o
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

User's proposed network service choices
(Management Centre Library)

25

1=online searching
2=CDROM searching
3=univ/poly library catalogues
4=other universlties'computer services
5=up-to-date journal rels
6=abstracts, Indexes etc

7=general campus inlo
8=student news etc
9=software
10=Bracl!ord College link etc
11=other

20

15

10

5

o
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Would you prefer?
(J 8 Priestley Library)
1=use most library services over network/not visit regularly
2=visit library in person to use services
3=no preference

30

25

20

15

10

5

0-1-1

2

3

Would you prefer?
(Management Centre Library)
1=use most library services over networl</not visit library regularly
2=visit library In person to use services
3=no preference
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Do you feel you may need further training to use any new
services?
(J 8 Priestley Library)
1=yes
2=no
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Do you feel you may need further training to use any new
services?
(Management Centre Library)
1=yes
2=no
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Appendix v: URICA OPAC menus

Urica OPAC Menus
(a) Opening screen

MAIN MENU
1

University Library Catalogue

2

Other catalogues in Bradford University Libraries

3

Catalogues of other university libraries (Not yet available)

4

Opening hours of the library

5

Link to JANET (not yet available)

6

Bookshop

7

Libline (Information about the Library and its services)

8

University News Menu

If you would like to send the Library your comments about the new
system, or any other aspects of the Library service, press RETURN
To select from the above menu key in the menu number and press
RETURN
[ ]

(b) Library catalogue opening screen

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS OPAC INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
LIBRARY CATALOGUE
[1]

Search the Library Catalogue

[2]

Check your Borrower Record

[3]

Library Announcement
[4]

Return to Main Menu
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(c) submenu under ''Libline'' menu

Select terms from the menu below or enter any term on which you want
information. To return to the Libline menu press RETURN
BINDING SERVICE
MICROCOMPUTERS
BORROWING
NEWSPAPERS
CD ROM FACILITIES
PATENTS
COMMONWEAL COLLECTION
PHOTOCOPYING
DEVELOPMENT AND PROJECT
QUICK SERVICE
PLANNING CENTRE LIBRARY
COLLECTION
DICTIONARIES
RECENT ADDITIONS
REQUEST SERVICE
ENQUIRY AND INFORMATION SERVICES
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES PUBLICATIONS STANDARDS
EXAMINATION PAPERS
TOILETS
GENERAL REFERENCE COLLECTION
INTER LIBRARY LOANS
JOINING THE LIBRARY
MANAGEMENT CENTRE LIBRARY
MAPS AND ATLASES
Enter the subject which interests you
or B to Browse
or Q to quit
(d) Example of events in University News Menu

THEATRE IN THE MILL- PROGRAMME OF EVENTS FOR SUMMER
SEASON 1991
Theatre in the Mill has a season bursting with colour, vitality and
excitement to welcome the Summer! Experimental drama & local theatre
are flourishing & there is young people's theatre & free workshop
programmes to delight and intrigue. Mime and poetry, European
performance & Asian dance all feature in our indoor garden of cultural
delights. Come to the Mill and enjoy the glory of the garden!
Stop Press!

Stop Press!

Stop Press!

Regular Mill-goers will be delighted to know that we have a new
telephone system ... no more waiting to be put through from the
switchboard or getting cut off in the middle of the calls. We have direct
telephone links with the outside world! I look forward to seeing you at
The Mill in 1991.
Please make a note of our new numbers:Tony Lidington
Fellow in Theatre
Booking Information: tickets hotline 0274 393000 (24 hours)
other information 0274 383188
Press RETURN to continue

OR

9 to exit to Menu
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(e) Suggestions screen
Please enter your name and department first and then type your
message below the line. When you have finished press the RETURN key
until the cursor reaches the bottom of the screen.
Name:

Department:

